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A SUBSIDIARY OF THE PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. 

Outstanding opportunities for BS and MS degrees in ChE, CE, IE, 

EE, ME, Pulp and Paper Technology, and MBA’‘s with technical 
. 

undergraduate degree in - - 

¢ Manufacturing Plant Management ¢ Project Engineering 

¢ Plant Maintenance Management ¢ Industrial Engineering 

¢ Plant Chemical Engineering 

: We manufacture personal household products for a big and growing market. These in- 

‘ ‘ clude Charmin and White Cloud bathroom tissues; Puffs facial tissues; Bounty kitchen 

A) A / roll towels; Charmin luncheon and dinner napkins; and Pampers, a disposable diaper. 

lope” ‘ Papermaking is the 10th largest industry in the U.S. and within the papermaking in- 

f _—?P dustry Charmin is a recognized leader. Here’s why: 

° — The whole paper products industry is currently in a period of transition— 

[ alive with new methods, new ideas, new processes. Charmin engineers are 

pad in the forefront of this exciting development with outstanding break- 

t wv throughs in new products and product improvements. We’re seeking more 

Juste engineers capable of this same kind of bold new thinking! 

As a result of Charmin’s leadership in this transition period, our growth rate per year 

has more than doubled the industry's rate. Since 1961, Charmin has extended its 

Caw’ / product coverage from 30% to 45% of the U.S. population, and new markets are con- 
i 44), tinually being opened. 

. Chan” Experience in papermaking is not necessary; we'll train you. Within 6 months after 

you join us, you will be given full charge of an engineering staff section or direct 

responsibility for a production unit or department with equipment valued in excess 

of a million dollars. 

Our rapid growth, combined with a policy of promotion from within, provides out- 

standing advancement opportunities. We must significantly increase our management 

organization in the next few years, providing opportunities at all levels in the organi- 

- zation. Your progress will be closely followed, since our technically trained manage- 

/ ment group is now less than 500. 

ee Our plants are at Green Bay, Wisconsin; Cheboygan, Michigan, and Mehoopany, Penn- 

sylvania. You'll be located in the heart of some of the greatest hunting, fishing, and 

vacation country in the world! 

Check your Placement Office for the date Charmin will interview on your campus, or 
ee : [ write us direct. Let us hear from you even if your immediate plans include military 

(lowe oboe service or graduate school. Write to: 

, V. Y. Stillwell 
Manager—tTechnical Recruiting 

* Charmin Paper Products Company 

P.O. Box 400 

Green Bay, Wisconsin 54305 

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer 
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mos S ie = =— mathematics and oil exploration and produc- 
/ in __ tion. People who see all the advantages and 

f UO 8 oo 7 allthe diversity in the areas of petroleum, fuel 
. = TE 3 = and lubricants. People who wantto do things 
aa Ta » ___ withplastics, rubber, fertilizers, LP-gas, petro- 

meer ee . . % Si De : ' Pa chemicals, packaging, carbon black, fuel 
ag aa. hoo cells, and other much-needed products. People 
«i a See who wantto solve the problems of an increasing 

ae ie 6 ' mont population, an expanding world. Problems, ulti- 
2  " Uo 0 mately, of helping other people. We encour- 

age this kind of involvement, personal or techno- 
Not for people. logical, because we're a people type of com- 

Not at Phillips. Sure, we're big. And we know _ pany. The type of company where you can keep 
that a lot of companies our size run their person- _ moving—upward, of course; laterally if there's 
nel operations like a computer dating bureau. some other dimension you want to explore. Our 
But not us. We don't even like the word "'person- sloganis, “‘at Phillips 66, it's performance that 
nel." People’ is our word. And that'sthe way —_counts."’ And that's for real. At Phillips you're 
we treat you, and that's whatwe'relookingto never a punchcard. You're people. Like us. Why 
hire. People, not simply grades or standings ina notgettogether? Write James P. Jones, 104 
class. People who are interested in things like Frank Phillips Bldg., Phillips Petroleum Company, 
engineering and chemistry and physics and Bartlesville, Oklahoma 74003. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER PHILLI PS 
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8 All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part without written permission is prohibited. 
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if yvou’re a good, "SX 
= = > 

play-it-safe thinker, 
with a 

= - 

step-at-a-time philosophy... 
you’re not geared for the pace of things at Celanese. 

No other major corporation in our industry has grown so Like rewards based on performance—not on how old you 
fast. In the last ten years, sales have zoomed from $286.4 are, or how long you've been with us. By the same token, 
million to over $1 billion. we do not subject you to long formal training programs. 

But that’s just the beginning of the beginning. We do have a deep interest in helping you grow just as 
We have a lot of serious growing to do. Right now. And fast as you can. And in giving you as much responsibility 

some substantial, ground-floor opportunities to offer you. as you can handle. 
If you can help us grow. We believe that is the reason for our success—and as- 
We need competent, imaginative, flexible people —with sured growth—in international markets for chemicals, 

degrees in chemistry, chemical or mechanical engineer- fibers, plastics, coatings, petroleum and forest products. 
ing, physics, or industrial engineering. People who can be- If a pace like this sounds good to you, discuss us 
come a part of our continuing leadership in areas such as with your faculty and placement officer. And see our 
acetyl chemicals, vapor-phase and liquid-phase oxidation representative when he is on campus. Or write to: John 
processes, fiber technology. And many more. B. Kuhn, Manager of University Recruitment, Celanese 

Frankly, we expect a lot. But we offer even more. Corporation, 522 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10036. 
C. an equal opportunity employer 

CELANESE 
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ALLIS-CHALMERS 

A unique 
combination 

of capabilities 
UNIQUE... Because Allis-Chalmers serves so many industries in so many vital ways. 
No other manufacturer researches, develops, builds, markets, installs and services as 

many products and processes for as many specialized needs as does Allis-Chalmers. 

Our unique combination of capabilities serves all major industries including 
agriculture, electric utility, mining, metals, construction, cement, chemical, pulp and 

paper, food, material handling, general industry and aerospace. 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO YOU?... Simply this: If you want to work for a 
company with a broadly diversified range of engineering opportunities ... with an 
on-the-job growth program... with an opportunity to continue your education 
through a liberal tuition refund program... with industry’s most flexible training 
program, send for a copy of our latest career booklet. Expect a prompt reply. 

WRITE: COLLEGE RELATIONS, ALLIS-CHALMERS, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, 53201 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Depends on the giant. Actually, some giants are just regular You'll develop a talent for making hard-nosed, imagina- 
kinds of guys. Except bigger. tive decisions. And you'll know how these decisions affect 

And that can be an advantage. the guts of the operation. At the grass roots. Because you'll 
How? Well, for one thing, you've got more going for have been there. 

you. Take Ford Motor Company. A giant in an exciting If you'd like to be a giant yourself, and your better 
and vital business. Thinking giant thoughts. About develop- ideas are in finance, product engineering, manufacturing, 
ing Mustang. Cougar. A city car for the future. marketing and sales, personnel administration or systems 

Come to work for this giant and you'll begin to think research, see the man from Ford when he visits your campus. 
like one. Or send your resume to Ford Motor Company, College 

Because you're dealing with bigger problems, the Recruiting Department. 
consequences, of course, will be greater. Your responsibilities You and Ford can grow bigger together. 
heavier. That means your experience must be better—more 
complete. And so, you'll get the kind of opportunities only a 
giant can give. 

Giants just naturally seem to attract top professionals. 
Men that you'll be working with and for. And some of that 
talent is bound to rub off. 

Because there’s more to do, you'll learn more. In . 
THE AMERICAN ROAD, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN more areas, AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER, 

i t or a Siant! 

I'd like a big job please. x )) 
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e EDITORIAL 

Oh, Diogenes 

Diogenes was looking for an honest man — and I’m looking for an honest appraisal 

of the T.A. system, If the department chairmen are going to use teaching assistants 

more and more extensively, then it is time that they considered the quality of the 

education the undergraduates are getting. Even junior and senior level courses are 

being taught by T.A.’s now, but not all these teaching assistants are teachers. It is 

too important, by the time we reach the junior and senior level, to risk a bad teacher! 

What are the common faults of a teaching assistant? Basically, it is not remember- 

ing what it was like when he was first learning the material he is trying to teach. He 

does not have the time, or does not take the time to teach effectively. Working prob- 

lems on the board, or re-reading the book to the class is not enough for most students. 

Students, to learn, need two things: material that is challenging, but thoroughly 

explained, and a teacher who is so familiar with his subject that they respect him 

and as a result his subject. No one respects a teacher who — every time a question 

comes up that’s not in the book — says, “Ill have to look it up,” or “Don’t worry 

about that. It’s not relevant and it won’t be on the final.” 

What’s the answer? Possibly a short, mandatory training course, along with a 

much more careful screening of a graduate’s qualifications as a teacher and not just 

as a graduate student. He should be closely and carefully supervised throughout 

his teaching — and his ability to communicate his ideas judged as a part of his 

degree. Most of all, before he could teach a junior or senior course, he must have 

understudied for at least a semester, sitting in a class as a professor’s assistant. 

Certainly, if a graduate were willing to do all this, and the department willing 

to provide this help, we could have some quality instruction, and turn out more 

and more top students. 

4 \ . Tugeman 
editor 
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If you want a career with the only 
big computer company that makes 
retail data systems complete 
from sales registers to computers, 

where would you go? 

a 

Guess again. 

It’s NCR, and this is not the only surprise you may get if 

you take a closer look at NCR. 

We’re a company alive with new ideas, research, de- 

velopment. A year never passes without NCR increasing its 

investment in research. We have hundreds of engineers, 

chemists, and physicists exploring their own ideas for the 

company that’s willing to wait and let them do it. 

Take a closer look and you'll see that NCR makes com- 

puters, electronic accounting systems, highly sophisticated 

solid-state communications systems for space and defense 

applications, and you'll see that even our good old cash reg- 

isters have become advanced information machines for 

businessmen. 

In a list of “emerging ideas of 1966,” Business Manage- 

ment magazine credits NCR with two out of seven: pioneer- 

ing in laser technology for recording data, and development 

of our new PCMI microform system that puts the Bible on 

a projector slide. 

When you start looking, look closely at NCR. NCR can sur- 

prise you; maybe you have some surprises for us. Write to 

T. F. Wade, Executive and Professional Placement, NCR, 

Dayton, Ohio 45409. 

An Equal OpportunityEmployer. © 
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Fibers and Textiles Petroleum Leather Foods 

We make over 2,500 chemical products that various demonstrate your capabilities. We are looking for 

industries use to make better consumer products. people now who will be our management leaders in 

There are 13,000 of us working together—1,500 in a few years. If you are ambitious, willing to work 

research alone. Whether you are interested in re- hard and are a graduate in an engineering disci- 

search, engineering, production or marketing we pline, we would like to talk with you—we could 

have work for you that will test your talents. You both benefit. Be sure to arrange an interview when 

can progress in responsibility as fast as you our representative visits your campus. 

Interview Date: February 5-6 

HAASES ass 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19105 
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Can there be this kind of excitement in engineering? 
You check your bindings again, adjust your goggles... then push off 

in a fast schuss down the first leg, skis hissing against the powdered 

snow. This is the excitement of skiing — pitting your experience and 

skill against speed and the variables of a new, fast-dropping trail.* 

Try Xerox and see Can there be a corresponding excitement in professional terms? 

An exhilaration in matching your engineering talent against new 

L a technologies? We think so. And we feel you can experience this type of 
aT el 7 ane professional excitement at Xerox. 

ee \ SS “ 7 | We're working on new concepts in imaging and data handling and 
a a co a a graphic arts and education and many other areas. You’ve seen the 

, ig i we = massive impact of past Xerox technical achievements on business and 

- / Ae ) _ industry. You can understand why, in the past three years alone, 

: a ig . i : ~ A we’ve put $100 million into research and development. And why the 
| oo climate for technical people here has to be experienced to be appreciated. 

es a So if you feel that an engineering career should include a high level of 
pilin S Bey Ie. — professional excitement and stimulation, look into what Xerox has to 

: i -; a ee offer. Your degree in Engineering or Science can qualify you for some 
4 sa Pe et ; intriguing openings in fundamental and applied research, 

le ad << engineering, manufacturing and programming. as oe = 
ibs ‘ si . . 
~ ~ ; See your Placement Director or write to Mr. Roger Vander Ploeg, An engineer operates the keyboard of an experimental 2 

information storage and retrieval system. Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 1995, Rochester, New York 14603. 

# Incidentally, we're near some of the finest skiing in the country x : X 
with slopes to please beginners and challenge the experts. An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F) 
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Come with us p3< AJ\ 
anddo —7J= / \ \ | 

° e a | f PWL) \ 

something meaningful. \ CV) \ 
jy \F 

Rack up paper clip after paper clip. As you enjoy y /7 
the painful search for new ideas. LL Copal 

To what end? The satisfaction of getting involved in 7 . 
a company already deeply involved in the world 1, 
and its people. N | 
Our Farm Centers help boost productivity at home \ 
and feed the world abroad. Our petroleum products \‘": 
are prime movers on earth, in the stratosphere, SY 
in the ionosphere. Our Total Energy Apel tons WS 
provide economical power, heat, and light to WA, 
more and more people. WAG. 
The world-wide demand for new products and VG 
applications is constantly accelerating. We’re WAS, 
meeting it with new answers to old quseHans ENA’? 
and unique solutions for unique problems. ALY ANN 

We need your answers, your solutions. In oe NAN ) 
Research and Development, or Manufac- roe Ye 
turing, or Marketing, or Administration. 4 ee. 
And we'll give you the time, the stimulation, 2 \ 
the opportunity you need. _ \ 
And we don’t skimp on paper clips. a iL \ 

Do something menningtul now. 7 oe, 
Write Harry L. Sheehy, Recruiting ] ew’) | ) 
Coordinator, American OilCompany, aia 7 ft, by 

Dept. 19-C, 910 South Michigan eee LEX 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60680 | 4 ty” 

An equal opportunity employer. fe ee 
~~ OC” 

ZL) ZA 

x“ CT) 

Wi i/-2y 
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STAFF POSITIONS: @ 

Want to work for someone who's 

going places? The Wisconsin Engineer 
will be holding interviews for staff positions 

just after the semester break. 

Dick Shell 233-2269 

Contact: Dan Connley 256-7870 

Mary Ingeman 257-3662 
i 

L] Save from 12% to 17% on Books and School Supplies 

[J Save up to 50% on Salvaged Merchandise and on Seconds 

(_] Receive 57% of the Original Retail Cost on Used Books 

[J Co-op is Incorporated as a Non-profit Organization under 
the Laws of Wisconsin 

{-} Only Members will Receive Rebates and other Membership 
Privileges 

[_] Co-op is opening at the end of January on 401 Gorham Street 

Join the Co-op 
12 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
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with... CONOCO 

As an internationally known, highly diversified company involved 

in petroleum, chemicals, coal, fertilizer and plastics, we Operate in 

small, personal groups where you can function independently and 

retain your individuality. If you are ready to step into new, stim- 

ulating challenges. . . if you like solving problems... if you trans- 

=, late accomplishment in terms of tangible recognition, CONOCO 

TXT} can offer you advancement opportunities in many areas through- 

Wi, out the United States. 

See your Placement Office now and arrange an interview with us. 

If you're unable to see our recruiter and want some additional in- 

formation let us know. Send your resume and a brief note detailing 

the kind of work you find particularly appealing along with your 

geographical preference to: Recruiting Administrator, Dept. CEM. 
An Equal Opportunity 

Plans for Progress Compory == EQNTINENTAL OIL COMPANY 
P.O. Box 2197 Houston, Texas 77001 
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— ENGINEER: MANAGEMENT 

Wl LL POSITION Predictions of a coming management shortage in the 
electronics industry are wrong. The “management gap” 
exists today! The only uncertainty about the future is 

SPOIL THE how much worse it will get before it gets better — if it 
gets better. 

9 Iknow of no electronics company that isn’t concerned 
ENGINEER ‘ about the shortage of skilled managerial personnel. 

And when you look at the electronics future — it s con- 
tinuing and accelerating growth, the constant change, 
the increasing complexity — by the 1970s there will be 
a management shortage unparalled in any sector of the 
economy. 

It is a well-known fact that there has been an acute 
shortage of engineers and scientists. But I believe that 
too little emphasis has been placed on the critical 
shortage of management talent. If electronics is to con- 
tinue its present growth rate, new sources of manage- 

ment must be found. Where are those people to come 
from? 

As our industry grows we will continue to fill man- 
agement jobs with people trained in one or more of the 
functional disciplines of our business — be it manufac- 
turing, engineering, personnel, marketing or finance. 
We will pick them, however, not because of their pro- 
fessional accomplishments but for their management 
skills. 

This is what we have been doing all along, but it 
hasn’t been enough. We can’t wait for managers to 
“come to us” and to naturally rise to the surface. We 
must find large, virtually untapped sources and concen- 
trate on developing the managers of tomorrow. One 
such source that I believe has been sorely neglected is 
the technical staff. 

Built-In Management Pool 

There is a made-to-order “pool” of potential man- 
agers in the technical staff of most companies. When all 
is said and done, who should be better equipped for 
managing a technically based company than the engi- 
neer? He already has “one leg up”. His engineering. 
disciplines are an excellent foundation for learning to 
solve business problems. And his entire training should 
orient him to systematic management approaches. 

This is not to say that every technician or engineer 
will make a competent business manager. Many just 
aren't temperamentally equipped to manage. Others 
want no part of it. And let’s face it, some shouldn’t be 
managers. But I don’t subscribe to the tired cliche that 
“engineers make lousy managers” or “make an engineer 
into a manager and you lose a good engineer and gain a 
poor manager”. 

Of course, not all engineers make good managers. 
Neither do accountants or advertising men or business 
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school grads for that matter. But I predict that, by the one. It can be clearly seen, however, that the engineer 
very nature of our critical future needs, more and more who aspires to manage must do more than merely “keep 
engineers will have to “cross over” to management if up” with developments in his technical field. Much 
we are to continue our industry’s planned growth. more. He must broaden his inquisitiveness and knowl- 

What do I mean by “manager” in the context of this edge to include all phases of business. He may have to 
article? I do not mean a project engineer or an engineer read as much as ever in technical publications, but he’s 
in charge of a technical department. I mean the man- going to have to read a lot of other things as well. 
agement of a unit where there is profit responsibility, At every opportunity he should not only notice but 
where in effect a “business” is managed. It makes little try to understand the concepts and rationale that are 

difference whether it is as small as a product line or as inherent in other functions of the company. It is not 
large as a multi-division company. But it is impossible enough to know how to fill out an accounting form or 
and unnecessary to write an all-inclusive job descrip- cost estimate. He should learn why it’s important and 
tion for a manager if for no other reason than the “hu- how it contributes to the company’s overall operations. 
man” aspects of the job require too many descriptive Additional formal education would, of course, be 
adjectives. And adjectives are subject to too many hu- helpful. But every engineer doesn’t have the opportu- 
man descriptions. To further confuse the problem, two nity of attending a graduate school of business. There 
equally successful managers, more often than not, have are other avenues available to him, including night 
varied differences in personality, background and schools, correspondence courses and countless text 
strengths and weaknesses. books and periodicals. Associating with and “picking 

However, there are a number of common ingredients the brains” of professionals in other functional depart- 

that can be found in most successful managers. ments can also contribute heavily. 
e They are true leaders with broad curiosities and in- The most vital consideration to the would-be mana- 
ierasts, ger is the company itself. The more enlightened com- 

; . ws panies recognize the need for management development 
e They are capable of making decisions. aiid provide the viecsEsa ‘6 ‘and s A 
¢ They have an ability to measure risks and a willing- Pp x iia aoteinde Shae meaner emt eae 

ness to take them Most of today s managers were developed ‘on the job 
© They can see b . a sive wad a lan for th and it will remain true for most of tomorrow’s managers 

ey Can. see beyond today and. can: plan ior ‘the as well. The best single suggestion is to select a com- 
future. cw: . . pany where you will be surrounded by good managers. 

° They have a “total” concept of their business and a Ignore the false prophets who advise joining a company 
working knowledge of all of its major components. with poor management so you will easily be able to 

° They know that it takes more than one functional “shine”. Working under or with a good manager is the 

strongpoint to make a lasting business. best possible way to prepare to “cross over”. 
¢ They are constantly striving for balanced and coordi- In summary, the management gap is here today. It 

nated strengths in all phases of their company or unit will continue to get worse and will become highly criti- 
— manufacturing, finance, engineering and market- cal in the early 1970s. Many non-engineers will help fill 
ing. And they have sufficient understanding of all of the gap and will of course play a vital role. However, 
these functions to accurately measure performance. many of today’s engineers should also be tomorrow’s 

.... And last but most important — managers, if they are willing to start working at it now. 
e They have a never-ending concern and involvement It will take lots of dedication, self-discipline and sacri- 

with people. They can choose the right people and fice. It’s not easy and it’s no project for the “ninety-day- 
inspire them. They can lead but they can also dele- wonder”. 
gate. They know when to dig in and when to stay out. On the positive side, the opportunities are there and 
They are flexible. They can fit people to jobs and fit the rewards — both personal and financial — ean, in 
jobs to people. They can organize a team and they amazingly short order, compensate for a lot of hardship. 
can get it to work. And they have a deep and funda- 
mental understanding that their success or failure is S W f L 
ultimately hinged on their ability to work with and ° . e 

through people — as a team. executive vice president — TRW 

Making the “Cross Over’? 

Just as there are no simple ways of defining a mana- —reprinted from March, 1967, 
ger, there is no simple way of describing how to become ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
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; ab the bett The less you've heard about us the better. | 

Maybe you think that’s a funny way Plus a packaging film company. But don’t let this steer you away 
to talk to you. And that we’re an aluminum com- from chemicals, if that’s on your mind. 

But we don’t think it is. pany. And a brass company. There’s everything here from inorgan- 
Many people think we’re only a big And a sporting arms and ammuni- ics and organics to specialty and agri- 

chemical company. tion company. (You’ve heard about cultural. 
Chemicals being the biggest thing Winchester? That’s us.) Now you’ve heard more about us. 

we have. ‘The reason we’re telling you allthis  That’s better. 
But what we’d really like you to is that the competition to get you is You can do two things now. Meet 

know is that we’re also a forest prod- awfully tough. with your Placement Officer. Or write 
ucts company. Olinkraft. And a big corporation that can offer Monte H. Jacoby, our College Relations 

Plus a lightweight paper company. you the choice of a dozen smaller com- Officer, here at Olin, 460 Oli 
Ecusta. panies, has an edge. Park Ave, N.Y. 10022. Qs in 
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UNIONISM: . 

by Elmer Beale 

Soon after the American Revolu- ment. Another factor was the 
tion, unions were founded. Contrary — growth and increasing power and 
to popular belief, these unions were —_ influence of the American Federa- 
founded in the skilled trades such as __ tion of Labor. These conditions re- 
the shoemakers trade, instead of in sulted in another transformation of 
manual industrial groups. Until | American labor during the 1930's. 
1820, unionism was confined largely Although there were many facets 
within these skilled local groups in __ of the transformation, three are par- 
the principal industrial centers ticularly noteworthy because of 
along the Atltantic coast. their long-run implications. The first 

The characteristics of American was the shift from a commodity to a 
trade unionism can be explained welfare concept of employment. 
largely by several conditions pecu- Firms began to adopt welfare and 
liar to the history of the country. benefit programs for their em- 
These characteristics are: limited — ployees. The second was the wide- 
occupational and industrial penetra- spread intervention of government 
tion; instability of membership; in the employment relationship, 
craft and racial exclusiveness, and — with emphasis on humanitarian con- 
the absence of a permanent political siderations and expansion of pur- 
labor front. chasing power. Finally, the third 

The first of these conditions was __ was the spread of industrial union- 
the unlimited possibilities of eco- ism, with accompanying innovations 
nomic and social expansion. Internal in organizing methods, leadership, 
migration and immigration resulted _ and political policies. 
in diversified communities along The government’s role in union 
with only limited class structure. An- development can be broken down 
other factor of importance was the into three periods. The first was 
absence of a feudalistic background brought on by the Norris-LaGuar- 
and a more complete and earlier re- dia Act of 1932. It was the first sign 
alization of the democratic revolu- of the shift of sentiment in a pro- 
tion. The third factor is the lack of union direction. This period saw the 
homogeneity in the working class, government actively help the devel- 
especially prevalent after the Civil opment of unions. The National In- 
War. The next condition was the de- dustry Recovery Act of 1933 was 
velopment in the last quarter of the —_ also important because it provided 
nineteenth century of industries workers “the right to organize and 
which looked largely to immigrants _ bargain collectively through repre- 
without trade union background for sentatives of their own choosing.’ 
their main source of unskilled labor. | The Wagner Act of 1935, The Fair 
Finally, there has been the unprece- Labor Standards Act of 1938, and 
dented, rapid technological change __ the Social Security Act of 1935 also 
in industry. were pro-union. Needless to say, this 

period showed a tremendous rise in 

FACTORS IN UNION union membership and influence. 
DEVELOPMENT Following World War II, the 

These factors completely formed country experienced an enormous 

the pattern of trade unionism up to number of long, violent and costly 

the 1920’s. It was the change of in- strikes. These conditions resulted in 

dustrial policy on the part of the public pressure to curb the unions. 

federal government which brought Therefore the second period was 

all trade unions into line and for the one of restriction of Unions. The 

first time produced what can prop- _Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 was passed 

erly be called a trade union move- __ with this aim in mind — to balance 
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UNIONISM continued 
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the power between industry and the _ functional type may be termed busi- _in industry - wide bargaining. The 
unions. ness unionism. It appears largely in _ third level is the confederation of 

Finally, the third period was _ the programs of local and national — unions where a number of interna- 
based on a crack-down on unions to craft and compound craft organiza- _ tional unions of similar or different 
eliminate corruption in the unions. tions. It is essentially trade - con- types will unite to combine their in- 
The Special Senate (McClellan) scious, rather than class- conscious. fluence and power. The confedera- 
Committee in 1957 disclosed ex- It expresses the viewpoints and in- __ tion’s main responsibility is lobby- 
treme internal corruption and un- _ terests of the workers in a craft or ing for favorable legislation. It is 
democratic practices in many — industry rather than those of the also the main financial power in as- 
unions. The result was the enact- working class as a whole. It aims sisting further organization. 
ment of a union reform law called chiefly at more advantages, here and The main federation in the United 
the Landrum - Griffin Act in 1959. now, for its members. States is the A.F.L.-C.1.O. which has 
This Act set up certain restrictions The second union functional type _13 of the 18 million union members. 
and responsibilities which the seems best designated by the terms, The American Federation of Labor 
unions must uphold for both its friendly or uplift unionism. It is (AFL) and the Committee for In- 
members and the public. characteristically idealistic in view- dustrial Organization (CIO) 

Broadly speaking, then, the 180 point. It aspires chiefly to elevate merged again in 1956 after the CIO 
years of union history in America the moral, intellectual, and social had been ejected from the AFL in 
divide themselves into three peri- life of the worker, to improve the —_1936, 
ods: (1) a century of fluctuation be- conditions under which he works, to Originally, the AFL was set up on 
fore a stable organizational pattern _ raise his material standards of living _q craft unionism basis, and did not 
was achieved (up to about 1890); and give him a sense of personal want to organize the industrial 
(2) some 45 years in which craft worth and dignity. workers. A group of member unions 
unionsm philosophy predominated; A third distinct functional type headed by John L. Lewis of the 
and (3) the era of industrial union- may be called revolutionary union- United Mine Workers set up a com- 
ism under regulating legislation ism. It is extremely radical both in mittee within the AFL called the 
(1935-65). viewpoint and in action. It is also Committee for Industrial Organiza- 

distinctly class - conscious rather tion (CIO). Its purpose was “to en- 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE than trade - conscious. It seeks to courage and promote organization 
STRUCTURE OF UNIONS unite all wage workers into one ho- of the workers in the mass produc- 

Unions are based on four major = mogeneous fighting organization tion and unorganized industries,” 
types of structure. The first is orga-__ and looks at all existing methods of _ and to affiliate them with the AFL. 
nized around a craft or group of | union-management relations as Clashes began to occur between the 
crafts, Here the productive process means of further exploitation of the — AFL and the Committee and finally 
and the common skills establish sim- workers. on August 4, 1936, the AFL ejected 
ilarity of interests. Secondly, unions Finally, the fourth distinguishing the member unions of the CIO. 
may organize around a product or type is predatory unionism. It can This break, however, probably 
series of products. In this case the not be set apart on the basis of ulti- worked out for the better because 
common interest lies in the product mate social ideals or theory. This rivalry between the AFL and CIO 
itself and from employment by the type appears to aim solely at imme- helped the development of unions 
same enterprise or by enterprises re-__ diate ends and its methods are whol- by making them both strive for ef- 
lated by the market competition. ly pragmatic. Its distinguishing fective organization. 
The third structure is based on the _ characteristic is the ruthless pursuit The major functions of the AFL- 

influence of a dynamic leader or the of the thing at hand by whatever CIO are to promote the interests of 
power which flows from a strategic | means seem most appropriate at the workers and unions before the legis- 
location in society. This may serve time. lative, judicial, and administrative 
as a basis for a general union which TYPES OF UNIONS branches of government; to expand 
follows neither the logic of craft nor The three levels of Union organi- union organization; to provide re- 
product organization. Fourth, a zations are : (1) the local organiza- _ search, legal and other technical as- 
union may concentrate attention on tion; (2) the national organization, _ sistance to their members; to repre- 
wage rates, hours of work and work- and (3) the federated organizations. sent and promote the cause of labor 
ing conditions in a particular place The local unions are those set up before the general public; and to 
of employment. Such a union is un- usually in a specific geographic lo- serve as spokesman for their unions 
related by craft skill, by product, or _ cation. They are responsible for lo- on _ international affairs, especially 
by union power to other groups of cal bargaining and contract settle. international labor movements. 
workers. Company unions have tra- ments. Locals with similar structure 
ditionally been of this type. and function may be united into an PROCESSES & PROCEDURES 

In addition to distinct structural international union. The Interna- OF COLLECTIVE BARGAIN- 
types and varieties of unionism, tional (or National) organization ING TODAY 
there also seem to be four functional decides at what level and to what The Unions’ entire strength is 
types of unions. The first and per- _ extent the negotiations will be held. based on collective bargaining. It is 
haps the most clearly recognizable They are interested in lobbying and _ their tool to equalize the power of 
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management and to reach their _ collective bargaining becomes a co- _ known as a mediator may be very 

goals. operative relationship directed to- helpful in bringing the two sides to- 
Collective bargaining is not a dis- _ ward increasing the productive ef- _ gether again for further conferences. 

crete event or one bargain. Instead, _ ficiency of the industry. The mediator’s primary responsibil- 
it is a continuing, legal relationship. ity is to keep the parties together at 
It consists of a series of contract ne- NEGOTIATIONS the conference table. As long as ne- 
gotiations and of day - to - day ne- Since the conditions governing _gotiations continue there is a chance 
gotiations under the grievance each union- management negotia- _ for agreement. The mediator is sim- 

procedure. The negotiations are __ tion are different, it is difficult to list. _ ply a third party who tries to get the 
conducted by representatives of the universally applicable rules for col- other two parties together. He can 
union and management, backed up _ lective bargaining. For a negotiator only make suggestions and does not 
by their collective powers. Collec- the most important pre-requisite is have any power to make the parties 
tive bargaining is also a process of a detailed study and a thorough un- _ settle. Sometimes, by acting as a con- 
adjustment or mutual accommoda- derstanding of the issued involved. _ fidential intermediary, the mediator 
tion between the union and manage- _ Also the negotiator must have clear may learn what each side will con- 
ment, in which acceptance is anim- in his mind the material which he cede and may thus find common 
portant ingredient. Although unions wants to present, and in what order. _ground for an agreement. Often, be- 

and management have different _Alll the points that he makes should _ cause of his position he is able to get 
viewpoints and goals, nevertheless _be related to the negotiators’ needs, concessions which neither would 
they have a mutual interest in arriv- _ wants and interests. grant to the other in his absence. 

ing at a workable compromise in During actual negotiations the ne- — Many times his most important duty 
order to develop a satisfactory  gotiators should always try to be _ is to find a solution which will per- 
agreement. Therefore, collective | open-minded. They should be ready _ mit the contestants to accept a com- 

bargaining is a mixture of conflict and willing to listen to allarguments —_ promise and still retain their dignity. 

and cooperation, of rivalry and mu- _and facts presented by the other A Federal Mediation and Concili- 
tuality and of problem-accentuation _ parties, and the merits of a particu- _ ation Service has been established 
and problem-solving. lar point should be carefully weigh- _ by the Federal government as an in- 

Management’s basic approach to _ ed to recognize the advantages and _—_ dependent agency. The Service has 
collective bargaining is founded on _ disadvantages to be gained by its a staff of mediators distributed 
three elements. The first is the goals adoption and incorporation in the throughout the country. Under the 
of the firm concerning its survival final agreement. Open-mindedness, —_ Taft-Hartley Act, labor and manage- 
and growth, market position and a willingness to examine the facts, ment are required to notify one an- 
profits. Secondly, is its rights, such © and an earnest desire to change _ other of a desire to modify a collec- 
as freedom, to take necessary action —_ points of view that may be proved __ tive agreement 60 days prior to its 
to cut costs and to maintain efficient incorrect are the conditions for suc- termination. With 30 days after that, 

operations. Finally, management _ cessful negotiations. if there is no agreement, they must 
wants a satisfactory workforce, A typical collective bargaining notify the Federal Mediation Serv- 
which means a productive body of session would be something like the _ ice. If mediation is then necessary, 
employees. following: the Mediation Service will send a 

Like management, union leaders (1) The union makes some ex- _ mediator to sit in with the negotia- 
have certain basic beliefs concern- _ treme proposals. tions. 
ing collective bargaining. First, they (2) The company replies with Mediation then may break down 

have a strong faith in collective bar- proposals. It usually does not sug- into one of three stages. One is set- 

gaining as a method of decision- _ gest any changes from the contract. tlement, the second is arbitration 

making. Their second belief is thai (3) They discuss the demands. and the third is strike. Most of the 
the union and collective bargaining (4) The company makes an offer. time the strike leads to arbitration. 

are necessary in order to protect and (5) They discuss again (usually oo 

promote the int:rests of the mem- __ neither party yield). Arbitration 

bership. Third, they have a desire to (6) The union says that the com- Arbitration is generally not used 

enhance the security and strength of | pany won’t budge and their mem- _ because both unions and manage- 

the union as a collective bargaining _ bers vote for a strike. ment are afraid of its consequences. 

institution. (7) There is last minute bargain- | When using arbitration, there has to 

There are three stages in the de- _ ing. be a settlement. If the two parties 

velopment of successful collective (8) A mediator is asked in. cannot agree on a compromise, then 

bargaining. The first is the signing (9) There is a settlement. the arbitrator decides on a fair set- 

of a contract by a company giving a (10) The union members ratify  tlement and both management and 

union the right to bargain for its the contract. the union have to accept it whether 

members only. In the second stage, they agree with it or not. In this 

individual companies concede a sta- ALTERNATIVES FOR FORCE light, the work of the arbitrator and 

ble position to the union and cooper- —_— Meditation the process of arbitration is entirely 

ate with it in the adjustment of per- Since joint negotiations are not _ different from that of the mediator. 

sonal grievances. In the third stage, always successful, a third party The main point is that arbitration is 
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School was out and no one had to call you... you were up at dawn. So 
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UNIONISM continued 

a judicial process. The arbitrator sits For example, with reduced profits or is a year-round job for stewards and 
as a judge, called upon to determine a sizable loss to recover, manage- members. 

the legal rights and economic inter- ment may not be able to extend lib- LABOR, MANAGEMENT AND 
ests of the parties, based on the facts _ eral industrial relation policies. Also, THE PUBLIC 
presented. union leaders may feel less secure E, Wight Bakke and Clark Kerr 

Arbitration may either be volun- and be more governed by member- sumitp the situation between unions 
tary or compulsory depending on ship opinion. Many times the hard- og management and ‘the public in 
the situation. ships of a strike result in the criti- the followin . saragra sh / 

cism of the union leadership and the “Whenever enowah ‘people get 

. USE OF FORCE development of rival leaders. hurt by the actions of other people, 
If a settlement cannot be made Although both unions and man- ine protection of the public interest 

and neither party will concede, the agement usually support their posi- — ecomes a popular issue. Whenever 
Unions will resort to force. The _ tions in strikes by economic argu- individuals or groups get enough 
union’s techniques of force are: (1) ments, their main reason in calling power so that their actions can cre- 

strike, (2) boycott, and (3) on-the- or accepting a strike may lie else- aig havoc or happiness in the lives of 
job activity. WHERE: Unions mey sms th) teach many people, the protection of the 
Strike ee ae fo ee u ne womb or public interest becomes a critical is- 

There are ning os of Oe ety (On Sober" Eel: Men pet: sue. Both of those conditions exist 
jacre are two major types 0 ship. The losses incurred by the today in labor and management re- 

strikes, the spontaneous and the members because of the strike may lagione and. HANeits form ‘all of us 
planned. Under negotiation condi- he considered as an investment in including manageme t 2 id labor 
tions, strikes will almost always be the union itself and an investment in a tas i oe com med ‘ out 

E > ¢ e a ¢ S Oy . are getting deeply concerned abou 
of the planned type. Spontaneous or etter day-to-day treatment of the the O blieinteme > 
wildcat” strikes usually occur be- workers. Labor organizations are al- 2 ey ; arise OF SoIne al incident dar. ar i = 2 The problem involved is that 
ii : ums inerenr aways _secking their security and “public interest” means different 
ing normal on-the-job activity. The growth as institutions. canes 6 different peuple Pedple 

potential sirengih of w strikes that On the other side, management tend to identify public interest with 
it means that the industry will be avisacrific Risinvord ke : y~P ok 

may sacrifice profits in order to keep what is best for them. This is one 
shut down and therefore unproduc- heir principles ack : ee ign | otis 

. : their principles or to teach the union ghstacle which hinders labor leaders 
tive. Management must then weigh J, This les ay be that th ; a a 

: a lesson. This lesson may be thatthe and management in agreeing on the 
the losses occurring because of the ; ; ants to make it clear t ‘ anage agreeing, : 

: . company wants to make it Clear tO nature and importance of the public 
strike and the losses which would the union that it cannot expect t : a : 
oeéur Pit accepted the terns of th me union that it cannot expect to interest and having it govern their 

° Th D i fe Tee € force management to accept unrea- actions 
unions. Lhe unions have an impor- sonable demands by strike harass- . ons apy san thy 
tant decision to make also when con- ment. Y i a bs me obstacle ‘i ae 
sidering to strike or not, because if ne a ay TREE OYE a ea f 
they do strike, it will mean loss of Boycott 8 toa an a oF ma aid 

a , atwee 3 
wages to members. Therefore, Another form of force which may jead a of business and sadlnete a and 
strikes are costly to both sides, and _be used is the boycott. A boycott is the jeade +s of labor Conn ch awith 
supply and demand will influence a concerted effort to withdraw and the ee, ad at i le ne I nd It is 
the effectiveness of the strike. to induce others to withdraw from that these two. comomie hon 58 ae 

Basically then, a strike puts eco- economic or social relations with of- SAGE ved in 4 tr a . Fee net bal 
nomic pressure on both sides to fending groups or individuals. Boy- eae ower haha wants each 4s 
reach a settlement and to search for __ cotts were used mostly during the sue heed so. that the balan eof 
a mutually acceptable compromise. _ period from 1880 to 1908. It was a aware cei 6 in its favor “Mana se. 
Asa strike deadline approaches, the very effective weapon used by the en js omvihh es ther hi : dis tryin o 
pressures for compromise increase. Knights of Labor. However, now hold tt what eas, > 1s trying 

The range of acceptable compro- most of the boycotting techniques When iene obstacles 8 OVE 
mises may expand as the strike dead- —_ are termed illegal. One of these il- ee th . no : aati Serene wel: 
line nears, since both sides will want __ legal tactics was the “black-balling” Hons. i be com satitle with the 
to avoid strike losses. Work stop- of union workers used by manage- x iis sate est ee en one, in 
pages are generally unpredictable in ment. Secondary boycotts which Padi , both hn anagervent “and 
length, and costly. Therefore, the were used by sympathizing unions © vores il vofit from the res ilts 
parties may become less stringent in also became illegal with the passage unions, wi" P © PESus: 
their demands and limits for com- of the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947. 4h 

promise when the alternative is Many people have the impression y 
clearly a strike whose course is very _ that after a contract has been signed 
uncertain. no other gains can be won until con- o CALL AES, ‘fi 

A long strike may make the parties _ tract negotiation time comes around you iia ing 
a little more lax, but many times it again. This is not true. To make the (Like write for the 
serves to restrict the latitude of contract effective on the job, and to WISCONSIN ENGINEER) 
union leadership and management. win improved working conditions, 
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You’ll manufacture nothing. © 
7 _ 

But create much... -_ @ 
= 4 : 

as an Air Force Systems . @ 
Command civilian. _ 4 | a _ 

ivili ienti i j i a. ___ Aeronautical Systems Division / As a civilian scientist or engineer in the Air Force . Bs Wright-Patterson Ait Fores Boce 
Systems Command, you'll be working with ideas, rather = _ Dayton, Ohio 45433 : 
than with “things.” And you'll be working on projects. a _ Electronic Systems Division 
technologically years ahead of usual industry | | PAL Me etch ot7ai : 
involvements. Because the AFSC initiates projects long . | ar Force Contract Management Division 
before contracting out to vendors for production. | _ AF Unit Post Office 

eae ‘ p : __ Los Angeles, California 90045 : The mission is a challenging one: research, Ft; _ ¥ ie on ei tea 6 : | 
‘ 8 SF ir Force Fligl! est Center development and testing of aerospace weapons systems, 4 _ Edwards Air Force Base 

satellites, boosters, space probes, and associated _ a ___Edwards, California 93523 i 
systems. The disciplines required include electronic, _ ___ Air Force Missile Development Center 
aerospace, mechanical, electrical, industrial, chemical, Fe Alone Ney ee aea30 
nuclear, materials and general engineering, mathematics, | _ It Fores Eactorn Tost Range 

physics and chemistry. The goal: assuring the Air Force’s 7: _ ; Patrick Air Force Base 
continuing aerospace supremacy. a a ae aa A a ve 

__ Creative challenge is just one of the advantages of a ww see Special Fores Base 
Air Force Systems Command careers. There are many SS ____ Albuquerque, New Mexico 87117 
others. Your particular job assignment, for instance, 4 a Air Proving Ground Center : 
begins on the day you're hired, not after a lengthy training | __-Valparaiso, Florida 35842 
period...so you learn by doing. There's plenty of room 7 ___ Air Force Western Test Range 
for you to grow, both in responsibility and in competence, i _ Vandenberg aie Force Base 
because the AFSC’s R&D effort is among the world’s a _ 7 ee = one oe 
largest. You may choose from a wide range of EO "Griffiss Air Pores Base 
geographical locations in the U.S. And the benefits of ie a Rome, New York 13442 
Career Civil Service—including vacation and sick 4 _ Aerospace Medical Division 
leave, retirement plans, insurance, Job security, a _ San Antonio, Texas 78235 
and excellent opportunities for government : 7. " Space & Missile Systems, Organization 

i a ies— a _ nit Pos’ ice financed ae and post-doctoral studies—are ; a | Los Angeles, Galifornis 90045 

If you're interested in a career on the ie . ~ : aie 
frontiers of scientific and engineering - a8 a 
knowledge, join us in the Air Force Systems = a 
Command. Obtain additional information by : 7 _ G SS 
contacting your Placement Office to arrange for a s 
an interview when a Systems Command | _ 
representative visits your campus, or write or a _ An Equal 
visit the Civilian Personnel Office at any of the - Opportunity 
Systems Command locations listed. | _ Employer 

a r a 
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Trail-blazers find " _ 
Ls a hie aN ao " BR. recognition at Raytheon # jude 

Looking for excitement, adventure, opportunity a eS 
for creativity? Look into Raytheon where new fron- Bae ign ‘ Re 
tiers are being explored from inner to outer space ye ; 
...in underwater acoustics, radar, space and infor- r <—- : 
mation systems, and missiles... where a healthy mix iii ae ene 
of commercial and government business, including (i i) 
education systems, provides stability and new hori- ae a: 
zons for growth. : a i 

: Opportunities abound. Promotion from within gry oe at 
is policy, not propaganda. Case in point: Raytheon zr Aa ye 

i President, Thomas L. Phillips, who began his career 4 Ms 
' 16 years ago as an engineer at Raytheon’s Missile ‘a 7 if . 

Systems Division. o 

i Some people don’t want to be president. For “a 
them, Raytheon has a unique salary plan which ' 

| permits technical, non-supervisory personnel to equal 
the financial gains of those who choose to move up 

i in management. 4 

2 For those who wish to continue their education, 
i a liberal policy for reimbursement of tuition has been 

established. And Raytheon’s 41 plants and labora- 
tories are located within easy access of major colleges 
and universities. 

Opportunities exist not only in technical areas, 
but also in business and financial management. 

You’ve spent years preparing for the “right” 
job... now take time to select the “right” company. 
For a copy of Raytheon’s latest brochure, or. to 
arrange an on-campus interview, contact your place- 
ment director or write: Manager of College Rela- 
tions, Raytheon Company, Lexington, Mass. 02173. EXCELLENCE IN ELECTRONICS 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Nine thousand individuals form general directions—Research, 
the CB&l world-wide team. To- Engineering, Manufacturing, 

. . gether, they conceive, test, de- Field Construction or Sales— 
Engineering velop, prove, sell and build big in scores of challenging assign- 

metal plate structures as wellas = ments. 
highly technical operating sys- 
tems. And they do all of these Interested? See your Place- 

G rowth things well. ment Director for more informa- 

Above all, they think, create tion about career opportunities 
and grow—on more than 200 with CB&l. Or write J. F. Chocole, 

: priemraar Director of Personnel, Chicago og" construction sites; in half-a- fi 
‘ Bridge & Iron Company, 901 hundred offices, plants and lab- 

oratories throughout the world, West 22nd Street, Oak Brook, 
Illinois 60521. Ask for CB&l’s 

With CB&l at home or abroad, 28-page bulletin, Global Engi- 
your career can point in five neering Opportunities. 

CyRBel Chicago Bridge & Iron Company 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Serving world leaders in the fields of Natural Gas, Nuclear Power, Aerospace, 
Petroleum, Water Desalination, Steelmaking, Chemistry, Cryogenics, Hydroelectric 
Power, Water Supply . . . and Many Others. 
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by Edward 
David 
La Course 

“Operations research.” Commonly _ future outlook of the field of oper- Christ. In Chapter 18 of the Book of 

abbreviated as “O.R.,” this field has ations research. Exodus of the Holy Bible, Moses’ 

an almost exotic- sounding name. Definition father-in-law, Jethro, sets forth a 

It conjures up visions of bald, be- 7 anh ¢ . treatise of organization principles. 

spectacled theorists working on the Operations research is the appli: Industrial engineering did not come 

top floor of a giant building, of cation nif simatic methods, tech- into its own, however, until the mid- 

trench-coated military men poring mique’s, and tools toproblemsinvolv-  hineteenth century, when men such 

over war plans, or of a group of in- ing the operations of systems 80.98 as Charles Babbage Frederick W. 

tellectual young businessmen be- 9 provide those in contro! Of the Taylor, and Henry Gantt studied 

hind the scenes who decide what operations with optimum solutions and solved simple production prob- 

General Electric is going to do next fo the problems: There ate several lems 

year. key words a definition. Appli- In the early twentieth century 

” The purpose of this report is to eon _implies that operations re- work that could be called operations 

alleviate the al Henese about exact- search is a science which is meant to research was done by Thomas Edi- 

| “what oO i research is: It be useful; elegant mathematical son, A. K. Erlang, and Horace Levin- 
ft } . oe - th: c OR ae ‘te a ll techniques are of no value if they 30 However ra R as it exists toda 

the ef = ste i, ae r went cannot be applied. “Scientific? de- a. not formaliz ed intil We Te 
e practica: application 0 scienti le notes that O.R. uses quantitative ree oe ce unti World a 

principles and meds to optimize methods touchieve its results, which Ul. nee t a fm eparations xe 

hi Sarge came : eel bus. is far superior to qualitative judg- tingo, i + military Sees eet ee 

e a large corporation, a small Dusl- ments. “Systems” refers to the fact BO. “th mmeleitan fa kk p - ‘li 

ness, a military force, a hospital, or that O.R. strives to obtain solutions means ie et oe he. sia ¥ 

any ter complex physi ns iimpevetie al satom, GUY RONDO Pe 
dealing with o erations ‘research It does no good, for example, to cut poy "of battles and encounters.” In 

ei h or in par r ‘1 h le this qe.  COStS Tn a grocery. sstore by hiring 1939, groups of British experts from 
either in part or as a who.e, this Te only one cashier if customers be- at § . as ‘ili Mee oy saa tice 
port 1s necessarily rather limited in ome so dissatisfied with the service eg fous . hal sar i (nat te) were 

tee. e Te will Oo. oer a ce that they stop coming altogether. Qi ed A eae aee aniline: nn 
asic concepts of O.R., and give only and finally, “optimization” suggests ort ss a y’ fy ary P 

a very few examples of the models that the solutions which O.R. pre- Hons! q nae Emer ad apprecia Ke 

whichis been developed forvar Sy are the best pss ortho SSE 
ee a . overall system, rather than only a Duri eae OR taame colved 

a s rt w: ie : uring the war, O.R. teams solved 

cover epien afl sande ie better” solution. the pubind of combating German 

search, including a definition and Background and History submarines, determining the size 

some background and history. The Operations research is considered and type of shipping convoys, and 

O.R. method is then gone over in a branch of industrial engineering. utilizing the merchant navy for mili- 

detail, and applications of O.R. to Industrial Engineering (LE.) is the tary purposes. 

industry are noted. A section of sam- _ application of the scientific method However great the specific prob- 

ple models is included to illustrate to any management problem. Spe- lem solutions during the war may 

the usefulness and techniques of cific instances of LE. techniques _ have been, the greatest step forward 

O.R. Finally, a glance is taken atthe date back to before the time of — was the development of general 
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH continue 

methods. After World War II, these The Model mathematics and statistics. The most 
methods were recognized to be ap- A scientific model is a representa- often used method is the analytical 
plicable to the technical-economic tion of a system which is used for solution using differential calculus. 
problems in civilian life, Operations prediction and control of system If E = £(X,Y)), the partial deriva- 
research as it is now known was be- events. The model is intended to tive of E with respect to Xi, for all 
gun. facilitate determination of how values of i, is taken and set equal to 

changes in one or more aspects of zero. The resulting equations are 
THE METHOD the modeled system may affect other _ solved simultaneously (using simple 

There are two major phases with aspects. It is much more desirable to _ algebra) for the optimal values of X;. 
which the operations research meth- change variables in the model than Numerical solutions consist of sub- 
od is concerned. These are, in the to experiment on the actual system, stituting numbers for the symbols in 
order in which they must be consid- mainly because of time and cost fac-__ the model and finding which set of 
ered, formulation of the problem tors. numbers yield the maximum effi- 
and construction of the model. Types. There are two types of ciency. This interative, trial-and- 

models which are of interest: iconic error process is used when differen- 
The Problem and symbolic models. An iconic tiation of the effectiveness function Formulation. Though it may seem model isa physical re FeSeRtAtiOn ar : “diffe It . se bl - 
obvious to people who have studied a real-life bbicek eller in idealized . ‘, She OF anes a | - ivel 
the Scientific Method, the first step form ‘uel r , Shots as h) or ee oe - ieee ae y - 
in an O.R. project is formulating the 5 different scale (such asa lobe) fw o fro, be — OE : ah e * 
problem. Everyone has often ob- However these are of Tittle use in oy their ‘l de he Monts Carlo served that people tend to leap right dynamic situations such as the oper- mae ese shi h si ee ] “ ° into the solution of a problem before ations of a {acto = “ Pp i iat ae Ni 1c) at aon ran- 
even defining it, with the result that Symbolic models ave ADStEAGE om samp ae te sed whe Pro- much time and effort is wasted by rather than concrete like conic mod. erainming, ¥ is snus vl en re- 

attacking the wrong problem. An els. S cotbalia models include graphs posed on ie aelanl “th ou excellent example of this tendency eaué toms and charts, and an Poe on t hich de 5 ot aie Cory 
is the student who attempts to plug aateh sures § mbols and nathenat, i Should beh: on RES OW Deo? 
values into an equation which ap- tes Th is rel aiost precise and flex. pe snus behave in competitive 
pears on a textbook page without ible iiedel iti d feos situations situations. . . 
first checking to see if the conditions anidas wast often, sed j 0 R. proj. Difficult solutions of complicated 
of the equation are satisfied by the ecks _ u BMS PLOY models, which often are closer ap- problem statement. Construction To continue the proximations of the real world, have 

The formulation of the problem is OR method a odel must be c been recently made easier to obtain 
often the most difficult part of the structed after the voblemn and ob. by the advent of electronic data 
O.R. method. Operations research jective is defined vis is the staze processing. Computers are generally 
tries to provide the best solution for where the moat intelli rence and i recognized as a boon to both science 
an entire system; since methods of renui at he ‘ed b th _ : and industry, and the field of opera- 
coping with the system as a whole Foxe ee The seneral foun tions research is no exception to this 
are usually too complex, the prob- of the O.A niodel 1s at follows: precept. ; 
lem must be reduced to that of cop- Let E re resent the eases ae Implementation and Feedback. 
ing with a part of the system which silsctivenecs to be used based on After the optimal solution is ob- is felt to be most critical. the obiéctive sousht Let X, repre. tained from the model, it needs to 

Objectives. Closely linked to the sont the cone ah can be a be implemented. The solution must 
formulation of the problem is the trolled ia the stem, Sud lee’ Vixen: be translated into a set of operating 
determination of the objectives. In resent the variablee which come procedures capable of being carried 
a capitalistic society such as we live be controlled. Then, ia ConsERaGtin out in the real world. This step is 
in, maximization of profit (or mini- the model. one or waore 3 ean fairly easy if the model is a good, 
mization of loss) is usually what is are:for lat d of the f que . clear one. 
strived for. However, other criteria a mu © onene tom However, this is not the final step 
may also affect the objective. For in- E = {(X,Y)) in the O.R. method. A control sys- 
stance, a man may want the job Solution. If the model closely ap- tem must be devised which will 
which will pay him the most money, proximates the real problem (which allow for feedback of any variations 
but may also desire to live in a cer- is what the operations researcher __ in the conditions of the total system. 
tain section of the country, to have strives for), the solution of the mod- Human nature tends to have people 
an impressive-sounding title, to el which determines the values X; assume that once a problem is solved, 
marry the boss’s daughter, ete. A for which E is maximized will also it will remain solved and need no 
measure of effectiveness must be yield the optimal solution of the real __ further analysis. But the real world 
established for an explicitly defined problem. is a dynamic one, changing with 
problem; then, and only then, a There are many methods of solu- time, and the O.R. method must pro- 
a mathematical model can be con- tion for mathematical models, in- vide for changes in the parameters of 
structed. volving several different types of the model and consequent changes 
26 
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of the solution. Again, modern data cation of resources, testing and qual- The model presented considers a 

processing equipment is useful. If ity control, marketing, and transpor- greatly simplified concept of an in- 

the model can be programmed fora _ tation of goods. ventory problem. A firm will be con- 

computer, periodic checks on the For example, if a company wants sidered which requires a specific 

validity of prior solutions can be to know how to bid on a certain con- quantity of a purchased product 

readily made by feeding the present _ tract to maximize its expected profit, Over a specific planning period. As- 

parameters into the program. it should use on O.R. analysis of a sume that these products are used 

The method of operations research _ hidding model. If the company bids _up at a constant rate, that shortages 

follows the general approach of the _ too high, it won’t receive the con- are not permitted, that the product 

Scientific Method. Its specific steps tract and the profit will be zero. If it quantity is received immedicately 
are: (1) formulation of the prob- bids too low, it may receive the con- after it is ordered, and that the unit 

lem; (2) determination of the objec- tract, but the profit will probably be _ price of the product does not vary. 
ee (3). Soree Ge Oe a er very small. Operations research ot 

Solution of the model; and (+ ields the value of the best in- ° ‘ : 
implementation and control of the eoae bid, which will maximize Q = quantity ordered atone-time 

solution. theaeont h : an expect to get. T = time between orders 
Pp € can exp gi 

Let 

USEFULNESS IN INDUSTRY SAMPLE MODELS R = total requirement of product 
The analytical solutions obtained Two of the more well-known op- L = length of the planning period 

by operations research are superior _ erations research models are the fol- This model can be represented 

to the intuitions of strategists in com- lowing: (1) Inventory models, which graphically. 
plex situations, since they obtain aid in controlling ordering and Then R ; 

optimum answers to problems. Since _ carrying costs; and (2) Replacement Q = the number of orders 

industrial management is concerned models, which give the optimum during time L 

with using productive, financial, and period of service for a umit, after Y YQ 

personnel resources for optimization which replacement becomes advan- tS R/O =e 

of final profit, the O.R . method tageous. There are of course many . . 
would seem well suited for use by other models which are in use in one The two important costs involved 

management. This is in fact the case, form or another, but these two are are the ordering cost and the carry- 

and operations research is becoming the most commonplace and shall be ing cost. Ordering costs are incurred 

increasingly popular as a tool used briefly explained. each time a quantity is ordered, no 

by management in decision-making. matter how large or small the quan- 

anadaiiant DARKIDR MAKI Inventory Model ; tity is. They include stationery costs 

9 naming Inventory control is both a com- _ and costs of personnel time needed 

Management decision-makers — mon concern of management andan for requisitioning, receiving, and 
have traditionally relied upon ac- — jmportant one. For many firms the storing the product. 
counting methods to evaluate and inventory carried is the largest single Carrying costs include interest on 

control their systems. However, the current asset; more money is tied up the money tied up in inventory, 

criteria provided by secounting con- in supplies and raw materials than space rental, and taxes, insurance, 

sist mainly of a SEEES of checks nin machinery or buildings. and depreciation on the inventory. 

ey a date Hs supplied which The two basic decisions involved The actual price per item, P, is not 

would allow @ decision to he apie with inventory controlare as follows: a factor in this model, since the total 

an indication of whether or not costs 2. When to order the quantity: (Continued on page 38) 

are under control, As was noted ear- 
lier, the control system is only the 
final step of the O.R. method. Oper- 
ations research provides manage- Q 
ment with quantitative data upon 
which to base its decisions. 

Inventory 

Problems in Industry Level 

There are many types of problems 
in industry which the O.R. method 
is capable of solving. Models and 
their solutions have been developed 0 z en L 

for most of these problems and are Time 
readily available for use by manage- 
ment. The problems include policy 
decisions on inventory, bidding, pur- Figure 1. Inventory Level vs. Time 

chasing, replacement of assets, allo- 
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they're right. And .»- MCY PE PIGh. ANG WrONnG. 

It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for 
we believe that people are a most 

se / important reason for our company’s success. We act 
Laas a % on that belief. 

oe OU ov 

eB 
el a\ ait We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate 

i | oF them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a 
Fl ; | leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, 
oe 86 graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push 
sina } into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them 

cle ey : a reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can 
ies st manage. Reward them well when they do manage it. 

ea ey Poy 

CU HH You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s 
We 5. a success... if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: 
J i 1g oA MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL 
yg 72 pe pa ¢ CHEMICAL e CIVIL e MARINE e INDUSTRIAL 
TS iy ENGINEERING ¢ PHYSICS « CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY 
Ste ket i ay e CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS e STATISTICS 
ee e COMPUTER SCIENCE e ENGINEERING SCIENCE 

e ENGINEERING MECHANICS. 

And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult 
your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. 
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, 
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 

SR, . . U 

a! a ee Pratt & Wh itney A l rcraft DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP, 

aN - Ss CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 

Qi» An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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’ You'll do much more than watch. 
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As a young college grad joining Pan Am’s team of range you're equally comfortable with a wide range of specialties 
professionals you'll get the best pad-side seat in the nation. (radar, telemetry, electrical, optics, command /control, tim- 

Before you know it, you'll be helping to engineer the track- ing, hydraulics, statistics, infrared, orbital mechanics, 
ing, telemetry, communications, data handling and display structures, aeronautics, instrumentation, communications, 

systems—or providing launch and base support operations etc.). 

—for many of the nation’s major space shots along the Talk to your Placement Director. It could be your first 
10,000 miles of the Eastern Test Range from Cape Ken- step to the Cape. Or write for more information to Manager 
nedy to the Indian Ocean. of College Relations, Dept. 312A, Aerospace Services 
You'll work with a lot of highly imaginative hardware and Division, Pan American World Airways, Inc., 750 S. Orlando 
systems engineering that is as advanced and complicated Ave., Cocoa Beach, Florida. An Equal Opportunity 
as the space action we support. And you'll soon find that Employer (M/F). 

_ SB ALPOSPACE SERVICES DIVISION 
Saas /on Americon World Airways, Ine. 
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by Greg A. Bott 

Management is a popular topic of puter, transportation and communi- mentation. A model is used when 
conversation among seniors around _ cation systems create a smaller, fast- _ the real - life world can’t be meas- 
the campus. Many of us see man- — er and more complicated world. ured or influenced by a measure- 
agement in our professional futures, | How is business adjusting to this ment. The trial - and - error process 
but we have a hard time defining its | dynamic environment? Responsible _used in simulation is a necessary ba- 
function. Business has even more managerial ranks are the answer. sis of the learning process which 
difficulty in deciding what it takes to | How does business develop this tal- models provide with no error costs. 
be a good manager. The importance — ent? The Management Game is one The areas simulation grew out of 
of good management is obvious and method. included military gaming, opera- 
so vital to business that it has turned Business has indicated its need of tions research, and educational ad- 
to an educational tool to select and responsible management talent in vances. The military used the games 
improve its managerial ranks. The the unbelievable rise in the popular- _ to determine strategy under com- 
sudden and increasing popularity of ity of management games. The rea- _ mon situations and to analyze opti- 
simulated management games has __ sons for this interest in management —__mal results. Improving a given real- 
paralled the emphasis on further ed- development are varied and come _life system or designing a new sys- 
ucation by most companies. Any _ directly from the pulse of industry. tem was the simulation purpose in 
professional person in industry will Large - scale corporations require operations research. Obvious edu- 
come in contact with some form of | complicated decisions and the nec- cational opportunities arose from 
these games. essary insights into complex situa- these practical uses. 

The historical roots of manage- tions. The compeitive pressures, in- The simulation exercise that satis- 
ment games are as interesting as the ternal and external, of business fies this educational need is titled by 
games themselves. These roots, make good decisions vital. The a confusing phrase, business gam- 
along with the needs of business and many different skills involved in _ ing, “Sequencial decision making ex- 
educational institutions, are traced __ these decisions are available to pres-__ercise structured around a model of 
in the following paragraphs. The ent and future managers. a business organization in which 
forms of these games and their edu- Emphasis on further education in _ participants play the role of man- 
cational benefits are classified and business began in the early 1950’s. aging the simulated operation” 
explained. The effectiveness of their This took the form of back-to-school _ seems to be as complete a definition 
function and acceptability by par- programs or education on company —_as_ possible. Although the term 
ticipants is also generalized on. time. At this same time computers “management games” is often used, 
Following these general state- | were becoming more useful in edu- the word “game” is extremely mis- 

ments, a specific development of the cational areas. American Manage- leading. The dynamic nature de- 
problems involved in the design of | ment Association, AMA, finally scribed in its definition is the key to 
management games is presented. A came out with the first management _ success when used for training. 
general example of a game is fol- _ game; and along with the education- From the first games, developed 
lowed, finally, by a brief conclusion. al trend in management, these by AMA and the Rand Corporation 

games have found rapid success in in 1957, the popularity and varia- 
SIMULATION DECISION both educational and business insti- _ tions in management games have 

MAKING tutions. been overwhelming. There are now 
Technology is a field that is in- well over 100 unique games and, 

creasing at a fantastic rate. Com- HISTORICAL ROOTS with variations of each, it would be 
panies are becoming more complex Simulation is a form of modeling —_ impossible to tell how many games 
and products more technical. Com- _ that has long been used in experi- _ might be available. The number of 
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THE GAMES MEN PLAY Continued 
gn ee RS Sr re 

games alone indicate the business type of game are as follows: to emphasize multiple decisions? To 
and cducational reliance on them 1) Planned, timely decisions pro- What level of management will the 
as a teaching tool. duce realistic pressures and frustra- | game appeal? What kind of feed- 

tions. back does he want to give the play- 
MANAGERIAL SCOPE 2) The need for an organized ef- ers as well as himself Will there be 

Decision - making under pressure for brings in the human involve. — 8'up or individual decisions? Will 
with limited information is the en- ment problem. the oe a ee 
vironment of a manager. Add the 3) The use of decision-assisting  P&™ oh, The Cesigner fo oe 

TAC! : ‘ 39 set : g e > pre - v 2 rma interaction Ww ith people and the sim- tools may be seen in action and the which ies ohe ale Onn ; “a 
nae? sal be complete — or results evaluated. w Ste orient the pas thin 7 

it? The Management games - j ing. The resources available as we 
faa i " i ma th nt Saad 4) The dynamic balance of the 7: OnneaeaNrie of success will have me ae ae sind bey ch ae management function may be easier to ‘be determined This is a angle 

Cope “What vin th Y iS i id to see in a short time span. of the com plex objectives: carats scope at are the business a “ - 5 , - sctives possible 
dite G th a Vs ] is are ? The 5) Voom boils thevadinieistizaton's and the magnitude of the dlesi mer’s “ ucationa i ( 1 this = a? The and participant's view, the power of tack ag) e *S1ZNer s 
danger in making the game too com- th deli . ; ASK. e modeling concept can be seen. , ‘ 
plex might be that the player must & ee pees © The model should be a simulation 
go to the real world to practice for 1 ae ee Dok, ni bn of the real world only to a limited 
the game world. ie ettective if judge a he cr degree. The designer must decide 

pares avistenne 2 sti : é . 
Two general Gasses of simulation OF (Gemmes sn existence and t oe 52 on which phases he will emphasize. 

5 at Dee AE s thusiasm of the participants. It is in- Will hesmodel an.entire ind stay § models are the general management : ill he model an entire industry, a ‘ , m teresting, however, that there has articularob funetionin any indus and the functional, The general . particular job function in any indus- 
. ‘ . : been no research into the actual ed- . © @ igeneralized businesscaiy 4 games may simulate a typical com- . ‘ . try, or a generalized business in a : 9 ES OTN ot ucational value of simulation, when ical ec > ‘He: will have pany in a particular industry or a ced in teaching Doas the partici- typica Seonomyt He will have to 

specific company in that industry snikedemene o : Pet conduct his research and collect ab : oury’s pant improve his real-life decision- data, based his: decisi Prot These models are developed by a waking process? This @uanearen vat ata based on this decision. Prob- 

corporation for the development of fo be oe atled, : $ Is amarea ye lems the designer may encounter 
scmanacemont ¢ al industry Jus “ here lie in unavailable market infor- upper-management in total industry h : idustey has di * b cegh. ‘ concepts. Their use has been found a computer - uty as one — mation, and communication difficul- 

* ie < * 1 ri e 5 anage- ies i att] relev: i rmatt 
to be easiest in the industries where miuen to promote the Use-Or manage ties in getting relevant infor manon: 
there are a large number of com. Ment games. In universities and The educator may find industry un- 

“ = SOS Py siness p ‘ ao ey ti e 4113: ; infoarmoat: " : 
petitors, none of which can influence business, valuable computer time willing to divulge information and 
ire iirker The oie must be used to best purpose. Man- costly research may be necessary. the market. The opportunity to ep eA 
make broad financial decisions is the *e™ent games seem to have sold. The scope of the objectives will di- 
prime value. The design of these games is critical rectly determine the complexity of 

The functional games cover a to the success of the game. Here the the structure. 
iaad area They might Aue Fane computer industry and educational stricture 

if ‘ tio Ai 8 ee ge institutions have been instrumental h . . . . 
re tions such as marketing, in- : : 56 Wii sider: ‘ “ er is me ona 1 : mia cee in the improvement of design for Three main considerations in the 
cy Ti on Eh » anc ae vi oe better and more specific use. structure phase of flesign are real- 
scheduling. The recent trend is to- ism, complexity and participant ac- 

‘ard games covering a specific j Q r factors ecti W ue game 8 covering a specific jab DESIGN OF MANAGEMENT cept ince. nn factor S ,allecting 
area for training purposes. Situa- GAMES structure might be cost and time in- 
ions ranging from r ing an air- . x i reparati é é ti S neing f ma unning a 3 : With the areas of need having ae in Ep Epa) tion ing Diay. 
sete bund sails =sinck : reioa Cancer here-Or Gi ; pe a \ : - ef te niet i ; oc been defined and the ends of man- sds Fo, saecle al 9 h de ape 

exchange show the variety of func- sew val : 2eds. For exa >, ahieh degree 
tional ny ; 5, He ecih narket _#eement games in sight, the design — P°° iL Obiex ‘ot 3 8 tee ith os 2 
Ona ames, STC Speciic arke C . . s o oge M CX: o rtere ar- 

‘ vailse 1 si ar a ; 5 of this tool is feasible. The initial — CO™P. oe ae ran aes par 
x TOONS & &. ar CIS. res- . 5 We : > ¢ er CY Or i ‘ ne “m 4 ; ; A n pe phase of design involves the gather- ae . ts. it Main cant 
sures may be modeled. The game — ; ne ell tha . some s decis 
hay om a : secific d ane ing of real-world statistics and ap- ‘ell’ t ‘haa ee ts us S aie 
may emphasize a specific decision- : : same ¢ ° sories he has 
making : ) Th time dimension plying uconpledl theory toile data: 4 a the benekits ey al = ak rocess. The time ens . : Q , ; al : i 
will inn sressures: while feed Setting up the rules and relation- APP ie ob enents: ©) a SAGE 

ill create pressures, > feed- : . : appreciated. 
ba fe to th 1 ake bigs Aaa ships for the highly complex struc- ee NOt be sa ag 1 
ack TO = aver ake aware : * € S > ; 2 if mist ee a : us fo ae rove. tured mathematics involved be- oh il oe 1 pe COMNDLOX f stakes and areas for rove- a ayers interest- 

nent. The ‘ ram im tha i bal tween the decision and the outcome ad. to keep t Ci DIAVErs ip ees 
ment, ‘se games must have bal- ao . ‘ ‘ 3 re- 
in hiweon lone term and rock is the test at hand. The practicality f , The decane Ne game, there 
ance vee erm and shor ‘ : ; spistons _ . 
term decisions with . competitive and compromise: now bein: where flues : e seabaléa of andl ae mn 
ra coor nt and p: ‘sures on f idealinoncepte/Tavecended. nee no IE th eam “4 ean environment and_ pressures u- peting group. he game doesn 
ture growth. The educational bene- Objectives seem realistic and isn’t competitive, 
fits seem to lie here for specific The first step in designing a simu- __ the player loses interest. Feeling of 
training in industry. lation is determining its educational inadequate decision-making may be 

Educational objectives in either objectives. Does the designer want — blamed on imperfections in the 
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1. Edison engineer, Dick Popeck, wanted to find 2. Dick’s idea: Measure the time required for 
a more effective method of determining the sound to travel through a pole. Sound takes 
amount of pole decay. longer to traverse a decayed pole. 
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3. Transistorized circuitry was designed. And a 4. Ed Hines, Director of Research, (left) discusses 
Sonic Pole Tester was built and tested. patent coverage with inventor Dick Popeck. 

New ideas grow at Detroit Edison. The picture story — termination of the soundness of standing timber. 
here shows the progress of one, from its concep- Detroit Edison’s forward looking management 
tion through its development, to finalization. ... its engineering and research facilities . . . 

The development of the sonic pole testing de: —_along with its liberal patent policy... make it an 
vice* has benefited the company and the young __ ideal place for the young man with ideas. 
inventor both economically and professionally. The If you are interested in putting your ideas and 
device helps Detroit Edison serve the electric in- energies to work—write to George Sold, The Detroit 
dustry’s customers better and more economically. Edison Company, 2000 Second Avenue, Detroit, 

Uses for the sonic pole tester range from the — Michigan 48226, or visit the Edison representative 
examination of wooden railroad bridges to the de- _ when he interviews on campus. *u.s. Patent Applied for 

DETROIT EDISON 
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THE GAMES MEN PLAY continues 

game. This indicates how the design _ cific starting point into the play. The 4) OBSERVATION AND 
may be critical in creating stresses, player needs an idea of what kind of | FEEDBACK. The administrator of 
tensions and frustrations which decisions he will be confronted with. the game will have some means of 

complicate decision - making proc- | The danger of poor starting infor- observing the play and providing 
ess. mation leading to faulty initial de- the team with information on their 

Avway to ge.around/the:problem cisions is the inability to recuperate techniques. These suggestions may 

of direct frustration with the game m tame. The beneficial Jearning be in report form during the este 
is to make it as realistic as possible, PFOCCSS 18 the key the designer must and verbally after he eats The ur 
Keeping the player’s interest in the consider. tent here is to point out tactical er- 

simulated real-world situation is the tOrs, ‘personality conflicts and mane challenge to a designer. An example A GENERAL GAME a blunders, Discussion by 

of the illusion of reality is shown in The game session is quite a vari. Ue team proves to be one of the 
AMA’s general management simula- _able element. It may continue over strongest learning methods avail- 

tion game. Here the players read a __a period of time up to a few weeks. able. ; 
four-page letter from the chairman _ On the other hand, it may be played 5) CRITIQUE SESSION. After 
of the board listing the specific rules. once a week and last a considerable the completion of play, all the 
and procedures that were used by _ length of time. No matter how the —_8tups discuss the results in an or- 
the late president of the company sessions of play are conducted, the ganized manner under the direction 
and suggest that these principles be same basic ingredients are found. of the administrator. Involved here 
carried on. The key is to induce the The following general example will is a sharing of mistakes and suc- 
feeling of involvement. show the phases a game should go cesses and a general analysis of the 

through: game. 
Game Elements ae sei 

The building blocks of a manage- af 1 Ee This initial part . LIMITATIONS 
, Sess give everyone In: Even though management games 

ment game may be defined asitsele- — Volyed a view of the t pe of com- : 8 & oe 
ments. The three elements that must . he al be tune yee edo we, “cueequlte popular, they have limita- 
be dasisved ite any & ‘oan, Dany he will be functioning in as tions. The most general limitation is g y game are in as ot bres 5 oe 

: : well as the product breakdown. The the initial cost of the game. A large 
put, output and information. economic conditions of the past and yumber of hours must be used iA de- 

The view of the designer should _ present are explained. The function signing even the easiest: af games, 
be that the decision of a company and general organization would be — When computer time becomes in- 
are the inputs and the operating re- briefly discussed. Finally, the me- volved, the cost gets extremely high. 
sults are the outputs. The number of chanics of play will be presented, Many games have been developed 

inputs per period of play may vary although they may be covered in jn educational institutions and, al- 
with the complexity of the game. — some of the previous material. though the design of the games may 

The outputs may be expressed in 2) MEET THE TEAM. The _ be an interesting exercise in com- 
only profit terms or may be quite ex- group involved is divided into com- _ puter logic, there has been no proof 
tensive covering sales, inventory and panies. Through discussion of their as to the educational value of the 

costs. The learning process may be situation and prospective policies, | games themselves. 
enhanced by the chance to repeat they form some kind of basic organi- Because of the sudden popularity 
decisions and learn by past outputs. ation on which to function. Here is | Of management games, it has been 

The major problem in game de- the human side of the decision-mak- _ Suggested that they are a fad or an 
sign is deciding what information ing exercise involving delegation of | €xCuse to use or purchase computer 
will be provided to participants. | power and agreement on policies. time and indicate the level of ad- 
There are five types of informational Controls, objectives and procedures vancement of the particular institu- 
elements found in management are also determined during this ses- _ tion. Similarly, because of the gen- 
games: (1) the players’ instructions; sion. eral acceptance of the games, a par- 
(2) company operating statements; 3) PERIOD OF PLAY. The pe- ticipant might find his experience 
(3) market resarch information ‘od of play is usuall alt too limited to gain anything from 

: : riod of play is usually equal to one : Tare megnt ae 
made available during play; (4) an- arter of a ves via o¢ the game. Here again, the games : ea. a quarter of a year. A time limit of renerally apply to laree eronnsand 
nual or periodic reports; and (5) varying nature is given to make the generally apply to large groups at 
predictive data which may be feed required decisions. The team will the individual may be slighted. The 

back to players from time to time. receive reports on the previous peri- sreeass Hl management games, to. 

The problem here is providing the _ od results. The profit after the pre- be gained from them. simu L 
right amount and type of informa- determined number of periods will : _ — 
tion to keep the game interesting yet | determine how well the team was y 
challenging. The designer must managed. These periods may be i 
avoid revealing the relationship be- — broken by discussions, lectures or GO EXPO ’69 
tween the decisions and the results. addition of knowledge with which eee 1 OS IONG 
He must clearly define game proce- the players will make future deci- i : 
dures and rules, along with a spe- __ sions. CALL MITCH: 257-2975 
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Drawing shows projected descent of the LEM (Lunar Excursion Module) for the Apollo 
Mission to the Moon, LEM will descend from the CSM (Command and Service Module) 
to the lunar surface, land, and return to the CSM. Two central components of the LEM 
system which control the descent to, and ascent from, the moon are the Attitude and 
Translation Control Assembly and the Descent Engine Control Assembly. RCA has 
designed and produced these systems in addition to other critical electronics systems, 
necessary to the success of the mission. 

RCA Knows How in Aerospace and Defense 

The LEM programs are only a small sample of the You owe it to yourself to find out more about the 
many advanced and diverse activities underway in the Breat range of activities at RCA. Aerospace and de- 
five RCA divisions of Defense Electronic Products. ense are only one phase of our continuous drive to 

ith RC idl ki hese progr: pioneer new areas of electronics. See your college 
With RCA you could 2c vend ae on nese programs placement director, or write to College Relations, so vital to national defense and space exploration. Radio Corporation’ of America, Cherry Hill, New 

EE, ME and IE opportunities exist for all degree Jersey 08101. . . 
levels in every phase of research, design and develop- h ‘Whatever your field of interest—we would like to 
ment, information systems, manufacturing, and com- ear omyou. . puter marketing, An Equal Opportunity Employer 

With RCA everyone has the opportunity to join 
graduate education programs, training programs, and The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
in-house courses—all designed to further individual 
development. ® 
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Why engineering students graduate to Lockheed. progress is amatter of 
degrees. But, that’s only the beginning. At Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, we're working on wideworld... 

otherworld...upperworld...and subworld projects. We're pretty high on space ...we've got Agena to prove it. 

And, when it comes to ballistic missiles, Polaris and Poseidon show an arc of triumph. We think deeply, too... 

consider our deep submergence vehicles, for example. And, just to show you our feet are solidly on the ground, 

we're working on advanced land vehicles. Information? Business, government and industry get it out of our 

systems. [) For more information write to: Mr. R. C. Birdsall, Professional Placement Manager, P.O. Box 504, 

Sunnyvale, California 94088. Lockheed is an equal opportunity employer. LO CKHE ED 

MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH Continued from page 27 

time period under consideration is and solve for Q. This yields the fol- other assumptions and restrictions. 
always equal to P times R. lowing solutions: Solution of the models is carried out 

The value of Q must be found IRG SLC, much like the e presented bate, 
which will minimize the total cost C= VIG r= Vic An expression ‘or total oe a 

of both ordering and carrying costs ' . function of PRs UIE is ah 
over the period. If too few units are Suppose a firm uses a certain type ined and the order vaca "1 ac 
purchased at one time, more orders of switch on its manufactured goods, § ™™1m1zes the total cost is found. 
will be required and the total order- and it is decided that these switches Replacement Model 
ing costs will rise. If too many are will be used up at the rate of 2,000 Management must also be con- 
purchased at one time, more units per month for the coming year. The cerned with assets that need to be 

will have to be held longer, and total accounting department states that it replaced periodically, such as ma- 
carrying costs will rise. costs ten cents to store one switch chine tools which deteriorate and 
ie for one month, and that the cost of light bulbs which fail. Types of re- 

et processing an order is $400.00. This placement models fall into two dis- | 
Ci = cost of holding one unit in information can be summed up as tinct categories: 

inventory per unit time follows, using the notation devel- 1. Prediction of the time when an 
C. = cease cost per order oped: asset becomes inefficient enough to 

placed L = 12 months warrant replacing it with a new 
K = total cost over time L _ asset 

From Figure 1 R = 24000 ’ iti ; Bure a; C; — $0.10 2. Prediction of the most economi- 
Qe ; G _ $406 00 cal replacement policy for a group 
27 aia peer aaa 7 , of items that have a probabilistic 

during time SEE EOS EEEerel : 

: h 9x24000x400 life span. 
Q . Then Q = V [x1 = 4000 Because of space limitations, this 

Then CiL 37 total carrying cost report will illustrate a model only 
over time 1 Tov 2x12x400 = @ from the second group, that of items 

C R total orderi ‘ 24000x.1 which fail after a period of use. 
42 ~~ — total ordering cos . © ¢ 

Q over time L . The optimum policy for this firm The assumptions of the replace- 
is to purchase 4,000 switches every ment model given here include the 

CiLQ , GR two tnonthe. following: (1) the cost of the item 
K>=-—y + OQ. Nese dbef iis 16 itself is small relative to installation 

; ofsapamuaetors eBags (3) the ea ea 
These costs are graphed versus apy ; mnliott ated with the item which can be ex- 

: ably also not very realistic. In the dint £ probabilities; (3) 
the order quantity. real world, products are not used u Se ee eee ca The method of solution of this cos wi, PD : sh , di P items are replaced immediately after 

he met nod o! so ution of this cost ata constant rate, s ortages oO oc- they fail; and (4) the cost of replac- 

model is that of differential calculus. cur, a lead time is associated with ; ‘ hen it fails is or . 
; : : : aoe aS ing an item when it fails is greater 

To find the value of Q which yields _ ordering, and quantity discounts are gy. replacing it before it fails 
the minimum value of K, set the par-_ given to purchasers. Models do exist Perhaps the best e. le of a sit: 
tial of K with respect to Q equal to 0 for inventory problems with various eee ae teat ie chat 

. abe ana > YP . 3 uation which fits this model is that 
of a chemical-producing plant which 
uses many pumps to move the chem- 
icals from one process to another. 
These pumps either work well or 
fail completely when a gasket, im- 

K peller, or some other part fails. A 
probabilistic life span can be reason- 

1Q ably assumed, and data on this life 
Cost Over CoR o span can be collected from past fail- 
Period L — 2 ure records. If p(t) is the probability 

Q that a pump will fail luring period t 
from when it was first installed, a 
chart of p(t) for the pumps might 
appear as shown. 

Order Quantity p(t) p(2)_—p(3)_— (4) ip) 

05 -20 -40 25 10 

Figure 3. 
Figure 2. Total Costs vs. Order Quantity p(t) = probability of a pump 

failing in period t 
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Note that the sum of the proba- _ plete replacement at the end of peri- noting about operations research 
bilies is 1.00, which must be true if od t is: models. While it was stated earlier 

it is assumed that all pumps must CiN + Coxf(X) that accounting methods do not give 
fail eventually. The period may be K(t) = X=1 management enough information to 
any convenient time span. For the t make quantitative decisions, ac- 
chemical plant it will be taken to be Since f(t) is a very complex func- counting does provide many of the 

one month, since the end-of-the- tion, the solution for this model is _©0St figures that are used as param- 
month maintenance schedule would usually found by calculating K(t) eters in O.R. models. The account- 
allow a good time to replace things. fo ali values of t considered and ant accumulates cost data over a 

In this instance, it is easy to see finding which value of t minimizes long period of time, making extrapo- 
why the cost of a failure is more K(t). lation of future cost for a specific 
expensive than the cost of replacing Suppose the chemical processing operating parameter easy to obtain. 

the pump ata planned maintenance _fiym mentioned earlier has the prob- For example, a percentage carrying 
time. If one pump quits working, an ability distribution of life spans as Ost per dollar value of any item per 
entire process string may cease and shown, for the 100 pumps he uses in “nit time can be found by adding up 
not be productive again until the his process. Then the values of f(X) all storage and interest costs for sev- 
pump is replaced. The resulting — will be as shown in Figure 4. eral periods, and dividing this figure 
shutdown of the process means that by the total purchased price of all 
expensive machinery and labor must f1) (2) 08) (4)—08) items which were stored times the 
stand idle during the time the pump 5.00 20.25. 4201 3315. 29.41 number of periods. Multiplying this 
is inoperative. The cost per pump of ee ee percentage by the cost of the item in 
replacing all pumps at the end of a f Figure 4, question will yield the cost of hold- 

. + i * (X) = average number of pump Z wg ew 
period is much less, since this pre- failures in period X ing one unit in inventory for one 
ventive measure can be done while period. 

the process is shut down for other Also suppose the costs are deter- FUTURE OUTLOOK 

planned Fouting work, . mined as follows: Operations research is a relatively 
Tf the model is begun at time zero, C; = $100.00 new branch of science, and the 

with all items being new, the impor- C, = $1000.00 knowledge about it is continuing to 
tant factors are as follows: Using the model developed in this. expand. Evidence of its rapid growth 

C: = unit cost of replacement report, the tabulated results are __ is the proliferation of technical liter- 
in a group shown. ature about O.R. which has been 

Cy = unit cost of individual re- published within the last ten years. 
placement after failure K(1)-K(2).——«K(3),—s«K(4)—s«K(4) Students in universities and men in 

f(X) = total number of failures $15000 17625 25753 27602 27904 industries are extending the O.R. 
N pees © uniter ee go method to more and more phases of 

themwoun er of units in Ki) averages ae per month for ue economy They are using more 
complete replacement at the complicated models and more exotic 

To simplify this particular model, end of period t solution techniques to achieve closer 
it is also assumed that all items are approximations of the real world. As 
replaced at the end of some time From these expected cost figures the field of computer sciences grows 
period T, even if they failed and the rather startling observation is also, O.R. models become more easi- 
were replaced just prior to the end that the chemical plant should re- ly solved and adapted for use in the 
of T, place all of the pumps at the end of | economy. And in the demand for 

Using probability theory, itcanbe — °V€ry month, even though 75% of the operations research promises to 
shown that pumps would still have another peri- keep pace with the research activi- 

od’s use in them, and it would cost ties. 
£(X) = N{p(X) + them $10,000.00 every month for Today’s businessman can no long- 

X-1 planned replacements. This example er rely solely upon his experience 
yp(t)p(X-t) + illustrates the usefulness of opera- and judgment to make decisions if 
tl tions research in showing manage- he hopes to stay in business. The 

ment in quantitative terms just how _ technology explosion forces the 
X-1 j-l much a given policy compares with businessman to look and plan ahead, 
2=p(t)p(j-t)p( Xj) +... }. other seemingly better policies. lest he be left in his competitor's 

pe? t= It should be emphasized that the dust. Decisions must be carefully 

For example. models presented here and in other thought out and based on quantita- 

ees sources are not designed to be used _ tive analyses, This trend will con- 
£(3) = N{p(3) + p(1)p(2) + blindly. They are intended to be _ tinue, eu it appears et operations 

used only as a guide to the type of __ research will satisfy the demand and 
p(2)p(1) + p(1)p(1)p(1)}- analysis Niteh’ che aerate re- will be used even more extensively 

Then the average cost per period, searcher should make. in the future than it is now. h 
K(t), for a policy specifying com- There is one other point worth —T 
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By J. P. BYRD, B.S. ’69 

By the time the engineer graduates from college he has successfully 

completed 6 credits of English. Later, when he finds himself part of the 

world of machines, materials, structures, and power, he is required to report 

not only on his activities, but also on those under his direction. He then 

finds finds that the essay type English studied in college is not adequate 

because it doesn’t give him the background necessary for factual writing. 

The engineer, then, is not a writer but a factual reporter driven to 

reporting by the situations arising in his world of facts and the necessity of 

informing his superiors of these situations. As a student he found that his 

laboratory work and observations meant nothing to his instructor unless 

the data was clearly organized and presently in the form of a written 

report. On the job he finds that his ability to express his opinions and 

interpret his results in writing is a major item in his professional 

advancement. He writes because it is necessary to his existence as an 

engineer. 

The engineering student often feels, toward the end of his college 

training, that he lacks the facility for expressing himself that characterizes 

students preparing for other occupations. His instruments of expression 
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are largely technical facts, codes, and drawings. He incorrectly assumes that 

all the people he must work with and who read his reports understand 

and can interpret these facts, codes, and drawings. Since he has limited 

training outside of his technical world, he lacks the ability to express 

himself outside of his sphere. Like the good engineer he is, he must 

recognize and try to overcome these limitations. 

The engineer’s, like the salesman’s, study of English involves the best 

ways of presenting and selling his products. He must be able to sell it, 

either orally or by the written page, adapting his approach to the product, 

market, and the customer. 

The student's first opportunity to show his ability to sell his product is 

in his junior and senior years of college. In these years the student is 

required to transmit his knowledge and understanding to his instructors 

through the medium of written reports. He must sell his product. No student 

has ever gained a full understanding of his subject unless he can state his 

knowledge in a clear, well-organized form, understandable to others. 

The prospective engineer’s next contact with report writing occurs during 

his first months of college. He finds that his writing is a means whereby his 

superiors measure his aptitude, powers of observation, and achievements. 

He records his work so his superiors gain not only a measure of his 

knowledge and personality, but so that they also may have data and 

conclusions ready for the needs of the organization. 

The engineer, once established, realizes the importance of being able 

to express himself clearly and concisely. Any work he undertakes, any 

proposals he makes must be written out in minute detail before his 

employer can be convinced of their need and authenticity. He must, 

therefore, be able to express himself on paper in terms that can be 

understood by a variety of individuals. 

Hard experience and long hours can give the undergrad engineer this 

ability, but why must he be forced into these conditions? His early writing 

instruction ends with freshman English essays, and this instruction is not 

resumed until in his senior year he is faced with a technical writing course. 

The placement of this last course seems backward when considering the 

number of technical papers the engineer has already completed. 

A sophomore course in technical writing should be considered. More 

experience may be gained as the engineer may apply the principles he has 

learned in his sophomore year to college papers. Why would the engineer 

spend two or three years making attempts at writing lab reports and 

then be taught how?? 

2 P. Byrd A 
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Engineers, Mathematicians: 

... if you are stimulated by the prospect _ related studies of electromagnetic which permits your choice of city, 
of undertaking truly significant propagation, upper atmosphere suburban or country living and allows 
assignments in your field, working in phenomena, and solid state devices easy access to the Chesapeake Bay, 
its most advanced regions. using the latest equipment for ocean beaches, and other summer and. 
... if you are attracted by the advanced research within NSA’s fully winter recreation areas. 
opportunity to contribute directly and instrumented laboratories. Campus Interview Dates: 
importantly to the security of our nation. MA T HEMA I ICIANS define, February 12 

...if you want to share optimum formulate and solve complex . . 
facilities and equipment, including one communications-related problems. Check with the Placement Office now 
of the world’s foremost computer/EDP Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra, to arrange an interview with NSA 
installations, in your quest for a and combinatorial analysis are but a representatives on campus. The 
stimulating and satisfying career. few of the tools applied by Agency Placement Office has additional 

ms ae xe, . mathematicians. Opportunities for information about NSA, or you may 
he atone) Soeur Senay is contributions in computer sciences and write: Chief, College Relations Branch, 

SO oso ee signing an’ theoretical research are also offered. National Security Agency, developing “secure” communications A oe . —_ Ft. Georeé G. Meade, Maryland 
systems and EDP devices to transmit, Continuing your Education? 20735 PENT M32? ae 2 aa 
receive and process vital information. NSA’s graduate study program may oe nol es See e 
The mission encompasses many permit you to pursue two semesters of opportunity employer, . 
aspects of communications, computer full-time graduate study at full salary. Ao 
(hardware and software) technology, Nearly all academic costs are borne by Ke eeu, 
and information recording and storage NSA, whose proximity to seven [Sy Oe Or 
...and provides a wealth of career universities is an additional asset. Pe i a 
opportunities to the graduate engineer Salaries and Benefits ee Ab J) ey 
and mathematician. Starting salaries, depending on Somat 
ENGINEERS will find work which is education and experience, range from Ceara 
performed nowhere else... devices $8,000 to $13,500, and increases 
and systems are constantly being follow as you assume additional ti I 
developed which are in advance of any _ responsibility. Policies relating to na iona 
outside the Agency. As an Agency vacations, insurance and retirement are - 
engineer, you will carry out research liberal, and you enjoy the advantages t 
design, development, testing and , of Federal employment without Civil securli 
evaluation of sophisticated, large-scale Service certification. . 
cryptocommunications and EDP Another benefit is the NSA location, agency 
systems. You may also participate in between Washington and Baltimore, 

aE ie ee SES ee: S Se i |. Coe 

hl ”—“‘“‘“‘iéi@OB@—@CZE!:—«s«| 
— Ces a ee, = 

OARS = a a ee -« ie 

OVP lpeeeoot eS Ge cue ds ares 
foes SAR a! : _ LCC. — Le is 

ie lr —“—ir CCL eC 
§ Be hee | i oe gee a y - 

¥ oe ai ’ il (S969 oy . __ . og a B = iL - — 'B ~ E 

\ es he ee 

bah is eal - n= = ee 

. .» Where imagination is the essential qualification 
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4 17th-Century Space Flight. hw te Ht THN 
ts Cyrano de Bergerac’s science fiction (Px J ay A TLD mn 3 

AOS fantasy about a box propelled into space (7°) “Ni HIN LR Cr Daette icny 
GAOVKE © by rockets came close to fact. Before the he ; 4 ME BM 28 ag” SN 

Wo 7a Ba end of this decade, Apollo and LM will ME 3 fi | Mee ee a | XN EM A indeed be thrust to the moon by rockets, ( » ae aN ae ute ee, SP) 
Lh, U7 aS \ guided by AC Electronics guidance and Ge v hs SS Ly eS ZH 

f Cc) oy ‘\ navigation systems. o ya oe ee Bee |) yf NOLS ts. ee 4, eee 
LaGS £77) |] Navigation, Second-Century B.C. 
ie SasA KE a) Hipparchus’s second-century astrolabe 
¥ CX ~ ae was used for celestial navigation until the . 
KANSEAREZ mid-18th century. Today, ships still depend Turtle vs. Eagle. In 1776, the American 
KAU _on stars for guidance . . . through such so- “Turtle” attacked the British flagship 

e phisticated help as AC Electronics’ computer- “agle” in the first wartime submarine 
ized Ships’ Self-Contained Navigation System. action in history. Today, AC Electronics 

contributes to both the defensive and the 
scientific role of the submarine...with 

fc guidance components aboard our Polaris 
evr er fleet, and with its own 

pr pees Ly \ Ne undersea research vessel. 

2 pe Se. ia 
Se XX 2 LDR SK 

[> =n _ t ll = _ bs ip ] b.A yw Ual A 
a: me ae ee Pie a Se om ane 

=a as S| Pat aes 
a = 27 i) Oe oe 

alu, | ES} | Leonardo’s Tank. Leonardo da Vinci was one of Ss Vi hem) hy 
the first to envision the use of tanks in warfare. NY yo FW 
Contributing to the advanced state-of-the-art in tanks, [oo |W 
today, is AC Electronics, with a computerized fire- ee Lig 
control system for military land vehicles. ee 

a 

4 A ) Guidance Gets a Lift. Otto Lilienthal, 19th-century 
J KS I ff gS (7 German glider, proved that the future of flight lay 

j \ iy Y f p 4 in man’s ability to guide the aircraft. Tomorrow’s 
Ea Af [Xs AN le. superjets will be guided inertially ... by 

AY ann 477 My S Att eee. systems like AC Electronics’ Carousel IV, 
Se, | Cus ffeanloamthon pet) MT (wp Chosen for the Boeing 747. 
“ul NNN Sh, ee 
Sl NE i SU AN Set OH NY a : ‘ 
Pe ON \ FF ‘Speco «At AC Electronics we believe every 
i es /) i \ FE {7 > fe]? __ereat achievement starts with an idea. That’s 

eh <1_«# ne LL Dy \\ Sime Ul why we put a premium on creativity, and 
RSS 4 Ce SH) Typ fa, S\ gaa foster it through such innovations as our Career 
Ue TG Le Hy Acceleration Program which lets you learn as you work. 
ee lf jf SUM 7 ia it Ask your college placement officer about a General fi Ti fl i FERS } Motors/AC on-campus interview. Or write: Mr. R. W. 

If anne —t« * Schroeder, Dir. of Professional 
I Se RET C/ nd Scientific Employment, AC AG_ELECTRONICS 6: ey yl a 5 cvitine Ma Fe ae a Electronics Division, Milwaukee, 

Rn ae oe TT LIS. «= Wisconsin 53201. - ee Nn 5 a Le > An Equal Opportunity Employer Cn~) 
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quality control at Kodak. . 7 fli ‘a 
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They’re running faster "ee Siy iat a 
heats at Bethlehem...| am 

a 

with the help of Foxboro instrumentation 

Film and steel are but two of the products Foxboro — a fast growing company in a 

Foxboro instruments help make better. We a nondefense industry. 

could name lots of others — clothing, Talk to your Placement Officer. Look 

paper, chemicals — all fundamental to high through the Foxboro Capabilities Brochure 
living standards. in his office . .. then let us tell our story 
Our people find the world of process con- in person. Write: 

trol a rewarding place to live and work, a 

place where individual talent and initiative 

are recognized. Mr. W. W. BROWN 
Professionals like you are finding just the Fe tere Rabun 

opportunities they've been looking for with Foxboro, Massachusetts 02035 

FOXBORO. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer Specialists in Process and Energy Control 

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES. PLANTS IN U.S.A. ¢ CANADA ¢ MEXICO ¢ ENGLAND e FRANCE e NETHERLANDS ¢ JAPAN e AUSTRALIA 
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will a job with / |) 

LTV Aerospace /, 

make you more exciting, / . 
sought after, if 

healthy, wealthy . 
and wise? |, te 

HN 

i Ps 

“Hy J C ot a j, j ij 

aan , i , 
a 5 \ ee 1 

Pan Pe 0 sil ay i Ae 

Why shouldn't youenjoy the good ¥ | Gen | \ today’s spheres of action at LTV 
things of life when you're out to J Vo 73 _—s Aerospace. They are the fron- 
conquer the universe? Sound 4] X aa 2 . tiers of tomorrow. 0) A repre- 
far fetched? It’s not. O Your a cae ke oo _. sentative of LTV Aerospace 
first job with LTV Aerospace a _ Get \ - Corporation will visit your 
sets you on a path that can 7 i ‘ / . ——— / A 4 campus soon. Talk to him. 

lead you almost anywhere | | 5 | SS 7 \ \ Talk specifics about pro- 

you want to go. O LTV (Bg : co — \A grams, assignments, 

Aerospace Corporation — fa oO oo . 2 __ duties, salaries. Then, 

makes products, of course, _ | CY talk futures. Ask ques- 
C The A-7—F-8— Gama | , | af _ Co _\ 4 tions about where your 
Goat — MACV — Lance = | | a -\ & first job can take you. 

Sea Lance—Scout— | = _ | | “4. © He'll have answers 
prime subcontract struc: i. : - a; | | ™%, for you, and they 

turals for the 747 and | = a a. | 4. won't be vague gen- 

the SST. That’s a few. i, OT me ctalities. He'll show 

Design, development ' aS ’ : | fC you where LTV 

and production requi re a’ . i| Aerospace Corpora- 

systems engineering with if | y/; tion is heading in the 

enormously diversified \ iH ; AE /  totalenvironmentalad- 

capabilities. O At LTV © » ; ral venture, and how you fit 

Aerospace those capabil ities _ a y) in. GO You could find your- 

are being examined in terms een = sclf getting pretty excited 

of the total environmental | pice 2 Ve | aN spe y © about it. And that’s a darned 

ture—sea, land, air,space and outer, = 3 good way to feel about your first 
space—in ocean sciences—high mobility -. _ job. O See your Placement Office for 

ground vehicles — missile systems— military and = interview date or write College Relations 

commercial aircraft, V/STOL — launch vehicles — extra Office, LTV Aerospace Corporation, P. O. Box 5907, 

vehicular activity research and development. These are Dallas, Texas 75222. An equal opportunity employer. 

LTV AEROSPACE CORPORATION 

MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION - VOUGHT AERONAUTICS DNISION: KENTRON HAWAI TD. - RANGE SYSTEMS DIVISION 
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The Wisconsin Engineer is happy to present { iN ii : | ye oN 
(with fanfare, etc., etc.), Sally Mathers as { 4 Ny y Cissy . ye rey 

Wisconsin’s Finest for January. A very in- 1 Pa) oe ae “pehied | 
teresting freshman majoring in ‘I don’t i D4 ef 6 \\ 
know yet, but it won’t be engineering,” ne a ody ig 4 a? - 
Sally is a Wisconsin native interested in : ee | ey aaa 

“everything.” She has one major hung up. |. ff “4 ‘ 
She thinks that the little old Volvo that she oo : 
drives is “pretty.” What do you do with a 7 ce esi 
girl like that? We suggest having fun! A ey f . or el 

a : ees aan 

Pa meanest 
oe ne oe 

See athd’\. Sth. no on 

ay / / — ee 

DL a ee bea eee] 
zy fe : if ee / : |. ae ce sited jj sina a aa as 
a ey Lon ge NT ame i we — ~ emma : . < “5 

a a ee ee a — Fe . pin Sah Ae uel es 

— et oA se Sie Bet, 
— ‘ oe . 

rt, = — Photos by Norm Frater 
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Because bearings are in practically everything better we like it. Because the better you do, the 
that moves. All the way from aerospace to slot better we do. 
cars. Bearings of all sizes. Some big enough to For further information, contact our Director 
drive a truck through. Some no larger than a col- of Personnel Planning, The Torrington Company, 
lar button. Torrington, Connecticut 06790. 

Bearings will give you a first-hand working We'll also be on campus for interviews in 
knowledge of many industries. That's the quickest. | October and February. 
way to the top in any one of them, ours included. Engineering opportunities at Torrington avail- 

And we at Torrington will do our best to smooth able in Manufacturing, Design, Research, 
the way for you. The faster you get ahead, the Seales, Product, Industrial. 

Wisconsin grads are no strangers to Torrington. For instance: Lee Reese, 1955, Project Engineer @ Harvey Mauel, 1958, 

Assistant Manager—Distributor Sales ¢ Thomas McMurray, 1961, District Engineer © Greg B. Howey, 1964, Inter-Division 

Engineer @ Richard Bartes, 1964, Machine Design Engineer @ James H. Ball, 1965, Project Engineer @ Dennis T. Even, 

1966, Sales Engineer. 

gro OPES 

2 3 THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 
% 2 Torrington, Connecticut 06790 

Sx of 15 manufacturing plants in North and South America, Europe and Asia ( 

BEARINGS . MACHINE NEEDLES . METAL SPECIALTIES : STITCHING AND SWAGING MACHINES 
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" . soy Randy Trost, Wisconsin ’67 

| never feel like a rookie 

“Sure it’s my first year with B&W, but I’ve been too out making steam generation equipment. That led to 

busy to think about that. I’ve been working in my field atomic power stations, nuclear marine propulsion 

all along, and the training sort of blends right in.” equipment, refractories, specialty steel, machine tools, 

If Randy Trost sounds like a B&W booster, you computers, and closed-circuit TV. (And we still make 

should hear what his supervisor says about him. the best boiler in America.) 

We're looking for aggressive, talented young engi- If you'd like to talk with Randy Trost about BeW, 

neers like Randy. We want you if you want significant call him collect at our facility in Lynchburg, Virginia, 

responsibility from the start. In fact, we need more AC 703 846-7371. 

engineers than ever before. That’s because we’re grow- In the meantime, be on the lookout for the B&W 
ing faster. Sales were $560 million last year. Up 17 recruiter when he visits your campus. 

per cent. The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 East 42nd 
That’s how it’s been from the beginning. We started Street, New York, New York 10017.
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Bechtel Corporation has been a world leader in Engineering, 
Project Management and Construction for two thirds of a cen- 
tury, serving industry and government in such areas as con- 
ventional and nuclear power, metallurgical processing plants, 
refineries, chemical and petrochemical plants, pipelines, various 

hydro-related applications, mass transportation facilities, and 
land use and development. 

Bechtel is committed to meet the challenge of advancing tech- 
nology through continuing technical excellence in areas such as: 

BB saline water conversion @ urban planning 

@ mass transportation ff pollution control a = 

@ nuclear energy lf extraction of under-waterresources ee (45 

Bechtel engineers provide complete professional services, from ry 
economic feasibility studies and conceptual estimates to design, 3 
construction and pre-operational plant testing and start-up. e" 

Bechtel encourages and supports continuing education and pro- ¢ 
fessional development. Internal technical and management 
development programs in Engineering, Estimating, and Con- 

| struction provide the engineer with maximum opportunity for B ECHTEL 
! personal and professional development. A tuition refund plan 

and professional fee reimbursement program are also provided. COR PORATION 

If you are a Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical, Civil, Metallurg- Engineers & Builders for Industry 
| ical, Mining, or Nuclear Engineer and want to learn more about SAN FRANCISCO + Los Angeles 

a career in engineering and design, conceptual estimating, or New York « Gaithersb Md 
construction, see your college placement officer or contact: BT OF ESSERE. MGs 

‘ * ‘ Houston » Toronto « Paris 
| Richard S. Jamar, Jr., College Relations London « The H + Melb 

Bechtel Corporation ngon e Hague elbourne 
| Box 3965, San Francisco, California 94119 An equal opportunity employer 
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Fire Up for Finals! 
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Well there goes the old ball game. 
No matter! As they climb the ladder of success at Bethlehem Steel, that lost 
National Championship will be forgotten. You, too, ought to be thinking career. 
Read “Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” 
Pick up a copy at your placement office, or write to 
Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa., 18016. 

An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program 

BETHLEHEM STEEL Re 
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HUMOR 

A girdle is an elastic supplement to stern reality. 
* * 2 

Statistics show that Vassar graduates have 1.7 chil- 
¥ dren, while Yale graduates have 1.4 children on the 

average. This proves that women have more children 
than men. 

ee 6 

Dames are pushovers for gay caballeros. Caballeros 
are athletes in Spain. Athletes in Spain throw the bull 
for diversion. Therefore dames are pushovers for bull 
throwers. 

eo 8 o 

Which reminds us of the IBM salesman who dropped 
[ LSD. He went on a business trip. 

aoe oe 

(4) AS Did You Hear About: 
fa s 4 The street cleaner who was fired for day-dreaming? 

ra (\) | He couldn't keep his mind in the gutter. 
. 7 The butcher who backed into the meat grinder and 

N H Si got a little behind in his orders? 
lh \ i ar, 2 8 ° 

) . A\\ ! D In case you find a mistake in this magazine, please 
| ‘ remember it was put there for someone’s benefit. We 

i ! \ try to please everyone and some people are always 
\ F ; looking for mistakes. 

k I 7 " e 8 8 

| y ) ay He: “Do you neck?” 
| | jj She: “That’s my business!” 

—!] He: “Ah! At last, a professional!” 
- e o * 

Whoever said “Live and Learn” was a dreamer. At 
this school we have time to do one or the other, but 

not both. 
+ * * 

“Yeah, I was in Engineering once...” “Winter draws on,” said the Harvard man as he 
from Illinois Techograph tucked Muriel in an old fashioned sleigh. 

“Is that any of your business?” Muriel asked coldly. 
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]. Routine work assi t . Routine work assignments 
. A Job without responsibility 

3, A“9 to 5” atmosphere 

F | ' ine. 

At FMC Chemicals, growth in sales volume has been unprecedented in recent years. 
Everybody has contributed to this growth . . . through research, manufacturing 
innovation and unique marketing techniques . . . the result of new ideas, resourceful- 
ness and hard work. Would you fit in a team like this? If so we have a challenge 
unequalled in the chemical industry. 

We need people for: With disciplines in any 
Seles cincineets of the following: 
rocess Engineering f 

Maintenance Engineering Chemists — B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Desi . a Chemical Engineers — B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 

esign Engineering Mechanical Engineers — B.S. Industrial Engineering oe ne Eee o 
oa . ‘ Mining Engineers — B.S. 

wie Enemcerng Industrial Engineers — B.S. 
4 8 8 Electrical Engineers — B.S. 

At these locations: 
Sales Nationwide 

Research and Development Princeton, Carteret, N.J. 
Baltimore, Md., Middleport, N.Y. 

Manufacturing Buffalo, N.Y. S. Charleston, Nitro, W.Va. 

Vancouver, Wash. Modesto, Newark, Calif. 
Green River, Wyo. Pocatello, Idaho 

Carteret, N.J. Baltimore, Md. 
Lawrence, Kansas Newport, Ind. 

Would you like to learn more about how you can contribute to FMC’s progress? 
Mm, fe Write to Recruiting Manager, Industrial Relations Dept.C M, Chemical Division 

CORPORATION 633 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017 
® An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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», good are you 
on the turns? 

A strong stroke isn’t enough to win in freestyle swimming. 
Experts say: ‘‘Watch the turns.” 

“A champion won't touch with his hand,” they tell us. ‘‘He begins his 
overhead tumble with a downward stab of his right arm, twists as his feet 

hit, then explodes forward with a powerful pushoff.’”’ 
Their conclusion: ‘‘Experience and smart coaching develop a championship turn.” 

We believe it. That’s why we've put together the most experienced and 
best-coached team of bearing and steel engineers in the world. To make 

doubly sure that Timken bearings give our customers a perfect turn. 
If you’re up to facing the challenges of modern industry, if you've got the initiative, 

ingenuity and training to thrive on tough problems, join the team. 

Write The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. 
Tell our Manager of College Relations that you'd like to talk it over. 

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, FINE ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS. 
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Shell is a pair of sneakers—made from 
our thermoplastic rubber. 

Shell is a milk container—we were a 
pioneer in the all-plastic ones. 

Shell is a steel island—we are installing 

deepwater platforms for drilling and produc- 
ing offshore oil and gas. 

Shell is a clear, clean country stream 

—aided by our non-polluting detergent mate- 
rials. 

Shell is a space capsule control—ener- 

gized by Shell's hydrazine catalyst. 
Shell is food on the table—made more 

plentiful by Shell's fertilizers. 
Shell is mileage gasoline—developed 

through Shell research. 

Shell is a good place to build a career 

Shell is an integrated research, engineer- business, Shell offers an unusual spectrum 
ing, exploration and production, manufac- of career opportunities. Why not find out 
turing, transportation, marketing organiza- | more about them by sending a résumé to 
tion with diverse technical operations and = Manager, Recruitment Division, The Shell 
business activities throughout the United | Companies, Department E, 50 West 50th 
States. To talented graduates in the Street, New York, New York 10020. An 
scientific disciplines, engineering and Equal Opportunity Employer. 

THE SHELL mw 
Shell Oil Company/Shell Chemical Company KA 

Shell Development Company/Shell Pipe Line Corporation. 
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This is the image of a 

mechanical engineer 
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Correct, literally. But misleading because ___._. The engineer’s duty consists of constantly 
Larry Wood’s job is not typical of Kodak ““ improving effectiveness. Here are five ways— 
engineers in general. Most of them get to handle each suiting a different personality makeup—to 
a camera—assembled or disassembled—only at home or _ fit in: 
on vacation. Unless they happen to be personally hipped 1, Designing new products and better performance into the 

on cameras (which Larry once told us he is). established ones. . 
Diversification has been going on here for a long, long ae out the best possible ways to manufacture the 

time. That’s why we can give an engineer plenty of solid 3. Applying pure reason through mathematical tools to make 
ground for choice—at the outset and later. If his personal the laws of physics serve human needs, not oppose them. 

feelings incline him away from devoting his talents to fun 4. Creating the right physical tools, the right plants to house 

things like cameras, he gets just as good a chance to a er the ou Services to keep them cei. sowing 
4 = *. ae . etting out to where ie products are being used, s! 1 

demonstrate his capacity for higher responsibility through the users how to get their money’s worth, and bringing back word 
work in the 72% of our business that has nothing to do _ on how to do even better in the future. 

with fun cameras. He may be solving problems in the If you want more specific details than that, we are very 
packaging of bulk vitamins for dairy cattle or designing glad. Just communicate with 
spinnerets for polyolefin hay baler twine or making x-ray BASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

processing machines run faster so that society can get Business and Technical Personnel Department 

more use out of its short supply of doctors. Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

Kodak itself really serves as a magnificently effective An employer that needs mechanical, chemical, industrial, and 

machine through which M.E.’s and other engineers can _ electrical engineers for Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., Long- 
a . iety’s d ds. Th view, Tex., and Columbia, S.C., and offers equal opportunity to 

apply their talents against society’s demands. There can at, choice’ of location, and geographical stability if desired. A 
be no more valid excuse for Kodak’s continued existence. policy of promotion from within has long been maintained.
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74 7 | ra j “... Accident in the left hand lane of the Queens-Midtown access ramp. 
Right lanes moving slowly. Fifteen minute delay at the Brooklyn Battery 

a a Tunnel. Lincoln Tunnel backed up to the Jersey Turn- | 
Is terri e pike. Extensive delays on Route 46 in the Ft. Lee area. 

That’s the traffic picture for now, Bob.” 
}”’ However, technical people at GE are doing something about it. 

O a Development and design engineers are creating and improving elec- 
™@ tronic controls and propulsion systems to guide and power transit trains at 

160 mph. Application engineers are developing computerized traffic control 
systems. Manufacturing engineers are developing production equipment and 
new methods to build better transportation products. And technical marketing 
specialists are bringing these products and systems to the marketplace by 
working with municipal and government agencies. 

Young engineers at GE are also working on the solutions to thousands of 
other challenging problems—products for the home; for industry; systems for 
space exploration and defense. When you begin considering a career starting 
point, think about General Electric. For more information write for brochure 
ENS-P-65H, Technical Career Opportunities at General Electric. Our address 
is General Electric Co., Section 699-22, Schenectady, New York 12305.
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